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?.'ECHNOLOGICAL PROSTHETICS FOR THE PARTIALLY SIGHTED: 
A  F E A S I B I L I T Y  STUDY 
J o h n  P a g e  
S e p t e m b e r  1974 
R e s e a r c h  R e p o r t s  are publ icat ions repor t ing  
on t h e  w o r k  of t h e  au thor .  A n y  v i e w s  o r  
conclus ions  are those of t h e  author ,  and do 
n o t  necessari ly  r e f l ec t  those  of I I A S A .  

PREFACE 
This preface is intended a s  a cover note to the report of a feasibility 
study on the application of technological prosthetics for the partially 
sighted. This study was carr ied out in the form.ative stages of the 
ILASA Bio-Medical Programme. It surveys the need for a quantitative 
analytical approach to the social problem of rehabilitation policy posed 
by the existence of partially sighted populations. These groups a r e  large 
in number  but have not achieved salience and hence remain submerged 
and invisible within the whole population. 
The community, in developed countries, is both aware of i ts  blind 
population and makes social provision for i t s  ca re ,  but is not in general 
actively aware of i t s  severely visually impaired. The la t te r  group 
represents  a population at least five t imes la rger  than that of the totally 
blind, and i s  handicapped both economically and socially 
A pr imary  question addressed by the feasibility study was the extent to 
which further  research in this general field of social systems analysis would 
be appropriate within the IIASA programme. In conjunction with this 
consideration was the further question whether the analysis proposed would 
be immediately useful, with prospect of near - te rm impact,  to  national 
Ministries of Health and to other agencies responsible for rehabilitation. 
Our preliminary answer,  a s  spelled out in detail in the report attached, 
is affirmative to both of these questions Rehabilitation i s  an a rea  of 
concern in al l  developed countries, and to achieve adequate policy response, 
an analysis of the type described would be necessary.  Moreover, the full 
study proposed demands a broad cross-sect ion of systems analytic techniques. 
In severa l  a r eas  of the full study it will be noted that the systems methodology 
itself must be strengthened to deal with the problems. 
Specific a r eas  of systems inquiry should include the following: 
(i) Definition and measurement of the problem. The report shows 
that we need a more  broadly applicable index of partial sight, based 
on the functional capability of the individuals in question. The 
attempt should be made to reduce the multiple attributes of sight to 
a vector measure of minimal dimension This i s  a problem frequently 
faced in contemporary systems analysis a s  societal standards a r e  
designed to capture with minimal complication a s  many aspects a s  
possible of a problem situation. With better deficition of the 
parameters  of par t ia l  sight, the existing s tat is t ical  data becomes 
more  meaningful a s  an indicator of the s ize  of population who would 
benefit from wide-spread availability of technological prosthetics.  
Because the existing census s tat is t ics  a r e  based upon a variety of 
s tandards and definitions, i t  may,  however, be necessary  to  invoke 
synthetic s ta t is t ical  techniques t o  infer  f rom these data the 
functionally defined populations at need. 
(ii) Technology Assessment .  This would involve the systematic  prognosis 
of ongoing research  and development having possible applications to  
visually impaired individuals. The assessment  should draw upon 
existing systems methods for evaluating the potential of new 
technologies ac ros s  a spectrum of possible u se r  requirements .  As  
methodology in  this a r e a  is rudimentary, attention should be paid 
to  the possibility of developing a prototype technique for  evaluating 
multiple objective technology. Such a technique might be based upon 
aggregating technological value over a broad range of uses  with 
special  attention paid to the need for  additional marginal  research  to  
ta i lo r  the general  technology for  specific purposes and to enhance 
the prospect for  spin-off applications. 
(iii) hterd isc ip l inary  Linkage. The success  of this  study depends 
critically upon the coordination and combination of different 
scientific perspectives. An opthalmological input is required to  
understand and to descr ibe the effects of eye malfunction in t e r m s  
of remaining operational vision. This must  however be extended 
by clinical input f rom optometr is ts  and other special is ts  who a r e  
more  closely concerned with the ca r e  and training of low-vision 
patients,  in o rde r  to  provide a functional description of the 
capabilities of the i r  patients. The input f rom clinicians would 
be Linked with that of technological experts  in o rde r  t o  obtain 
be t te r  definition of design objectives, related logically to  the 
functional requirements  of the partially sighted. Different 
technological solutions may be necessary  for  different clinical 
conditions and different functional requirements.  An input 
f rom such behavioural sciences a s  sociology would be vi ta l  in  
describing and measuring the social  impact of par t ia l  sightedness. 
Finally, there  a r e  problems of organi sation requiring the 
ass i s tance  of management scient is ts .  They would both outline 
the infrastructure necessary  to  support the wide-spread application 
of technological prosthetics and suggest an optimal se t  of uses  i o r  
the recommended prosthetic. Social analytic procedures  would 
also be necessary  in  the costlbenefit  study. 
The combination of these different disciplines will not be easy but 
should be more  readily achieved a t  IUSA than elsewhere. The Institute 
itself is structured about a recognised need for  harmonious inter.- 
disciplinary work and i t s  experience in coaxing close collaboration between 
scientists of different backgrounds is growing. The ophthalmological, 
clinical, and technical expertise required can be obtained through the 
l i terature and with limited consultancies. Sociological and managemental 
counsel would be obtained from the Large Organisations Project  of IIA-SA 
while help in precise social analysis could be provided by the Methodology 
Project .  

I .  INTRODUCTION- -AIMS OF THE STUDY 
Technological Prosthet ics  a s  an A r e a  for Systems Analysis 
With the growth of technology, the increasing possibility of spin-off, 
o r  utilisation of a technology for purposes other than those for  which it 
was developed, has  become apparent.  Moreover ,  once one new applica- 
tion has been made,  i t  may suggest other developments which could be 
made in the new field of application. 
The bio-medical a r e a  i s  a growing field for  the application of technol- 
ogies such a s  miniaturised electronics.  There  a r e  in fact a wide variety 
of technological prosthetics which a r e  available for  prescription by clini- 
cians, ranging from heart  pacemakers  for  cer tain coronary conditions 
and dialysis machines for acute kidney malfunctions, to improved ar t i f i -  
c ial  l imbs.  It was thought that a study of the process  by which technolog- 
ical  prosthetics a r e  applied in the health ca r e  sys tem would be an appro- 
pr iate  a r e a  for  sys tems  analysis.  Specifically, a bet ter  understanding 
of the process  f rom the initial concept, development of an actual device 
and i t s  application to  particular disabilit ies,  through i t s  evaluation and 
acceptance (both by clinicians and patients),  to  general  application a s  a 
standard t reatment ,  would give a basis  for  policy guidance. F o r  this  pur- 
pose i t  would be necessary  to  develop means of relating cost to social and 
individual benefits of particular prosthetics.  F o r  pract ical  reasons ,  a 
generalised analysis would be difficult. However, a study of one field of 
application- -not necessar i ly  a single prosthetic device- -might not only 
provide policy guidance in the health c a r e  a r e a  concerned, but could also 
indicate whether the methods used were  of more  general value. 
Reasons for  Study of Visual Impairment 
Out of the many possible disability/prosthetic sys tems ,  the problem 
of s&ere  visual impairment  was selected a s  the prototype study area: 
blindness i s  a universal  problem. A WHO study group points out that the 
"case for  the elimination of unnecessary blindness i s  justified not only on 
humanitarian grounds but a lso by i t s  social and economic consequences. 
In t e r m s  of economic l o s s ,  blindness i s  the most expensive of a l l  causes 
of se r ious  disablement. I t  [1] 
The WHO study group est imates that there a r e  tens of millions of s e -  
verely visually impaired persons in the world today. Moreover, the inci- 
dence of blindness and severe visual impairment is likely to r i s e  in the 
future, both because of world population growth and because of extended 
life expectancy. Some types of blindness a r e  preventable in the sense that 
they can be controlled by attacking the infections o r  diseases which cause 
them. Trachoma and onchocerciasis a r e  diseases which result in severa l  
nlillion cases  of blindness o r  near  blindness in the developing countries 
in tropical o r  subtropical regions. Xerophthalmia, while apparently not 
an infectious disease but rather  a condition associated with severe mal- 
nutrition, could also be classed a s  a cause of blindness which could be 
eradicated by preventive medical and social measures .  
There remain other major  causes of blindness, however, for which 
no specific preventive measures  can presently be applied; these affect the 
developed and developing regions alike. In some cases (e .  g. cataract and 
ret inal  detachment), surgery  may res tore  useful sight, but in others  (glau- 
coma, ret inal  degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, and optic nerve atrophy), 
the conditions a r e  largely i r revers ib le .  Prosthet ics  a r e  therefore vitally 
important in these cases .  
What is the magnitude of the problem? In discussion of the strategy 
for  prevention and treatment of blindness, the WHO group considered that 
a s  much a s  two-thirds of the world 's  blindness is preventable, and twenty 
percent of it (that due to cataract) is curable. In Section III of this  report ,  
the available s tat is t ics  on blindness and partial sight will be examined in 
detail ,  but it is sufficient here  to note that there is a substantial hidden 
population not represented in national o r  international statistics of "blind- 
ness" and not part of the so-called "blindness system. " To this  popula- 
tion must  also be added those who a r e  blind by the current legal definitions 
hut who have sufficient residual sight to  benefit f rom prosthetics.  
While the s ize  of the problem and its economic and social consequences 
a r e  adequate s trategic reasons fo r  selecting visual aids a s  the a r e a  for a 
prototype study, there  a r e  also tactical considerations. They centre  on 
the selection of the subsystem of technological prosthetics for  partially 
sighted persons ra ther  than aids for  totally blind persons. 
1) A break-through in applying technology to  rehabilitation of victims 
of severe  visual impairment has occurred in recent years: 
closed- circuit television devices (CCTV). While fully developed 
from a technical point of view, they a r e  not at present a routine 
prescription. There is thus a practical situation needing analysis,  
which has a policy content. 
2) Sufficient numbers of CCTV aids a r e  already in service to make 
i t  a t  least  theoretically possible to evaluate performance in t e r m s  
of actual operational use ,  a s  distinct f rom laboratory o r  clinical 
resul ts .  The study could proceed on the basis  of accessible data. 
3) In addition to  the development of CCTV aids,  there  a r e  research  
and development in applying this  type of technology to  the wider 
population--the totally blind. A basis therefore exists  for broaden- 
ing the scope of the study if initial resu l t s  a r e  promising, and thus 
for studying these types of technological aids a s  a total system. 
4) Initial inquiries showed that sufficient agencies and institutions 
were  interested in the problem a s  a whole, and thought the study 
proposals relevant to i t ,  to provide a possibility of success.  In 
part icular ,  they promised access  to data and cooperation in other 
ways. 
The Technological Perspect ive 
Until1 recently, the only aid available to  enable persons with severe 
visual handicaps to read wa.s Braille.  But it required special  and pro-  
longed training to  obtain reasonably fast reading speeds and was applicable 
only to mater ia l s  published in Braille.  Nevertheless, reading speeds of 
70 to 125 words per  minute can be achieved by the trained Braille reader .  
Another traditional mode of communication was the replacement of sight 
by hearing in,  for example, the so-  called "talking books. " While there  
was severa l  ear ly attempts to use  television techniques for  image magni- 
fication, practical CCTV devices have only been available for  the past few 
years ;  they a r e  now in limited production in a number of countries.  There 
have been attempts to  replace sight electronically by use  of the tactile o r  
audio senses;  a device of the f i rs t  type, for conversion of printed mat te r  
into tactile impression of the le t te rs  themselves,  has been successfully 
developed by Linvill et a l .  at  Stanford University. The other handicap 
which blind o r  severely visually impaired individuals experience i s  r e -  
s t r ic ted mobility, and for  this  purpose an ultrasonic torch i s  now com- 
mercial ly available. It t ransmi ts  a pulsed ultrasonic beam with variable 
frequency, the echo signal being mixed with the transmitted signal and 
fed into earphones. With this  device it i s  possible to  estimate distance 
and s t ruc ture  of objects at a range of a few meters .  Similar head-mounted 
ultrasonic pathfinders a r e  under development. In the research  stage a r e  
more  elaborate devices which convey to the wearer  a tactile impression 
of nearby objects. Finally, basic research  on the direct e lectr ical  s t im- 
ulation of the visual cortex i s  now in progress .  
The Feasibili ty Study 
While the initial indications were promising, i t  was felt necessary  
t o  look at some of the problems in grea te r  detail  t o  a s s e s s  the practicabil- 
i ty of meeting the  general objectives stated above. In part icular ,  it was 
necessary  
a) t o  examine the degree t o  which existing s tat is t ics  of blindness 
and part ia l  sight could be related. This  would not only to  give 
a reasonably reliable figure of the total population likely t o  bene- 
fit f rom these aids ,  but would also provide a basis  for  quantita- 
t ive estimation of the degree t o  which the need could be satisfac- 
tor i ly  met  by different types of prosthetics; 
b) t o  survey briefly available clinical data to  determine whether 
thresholds could be defined for  the various types of a ids ,  i .  e .  
measurements  related t o  remaining vision which might define 
the l imits  of usefulness of par t icular  aids; and 
c) t o  tes t  the practicability of collecting data on actual operating 
effectiveness of sys tems  current ly in use .  
Finally, on the organisational level i t  was advisable f i r s t  t o  learn  how 
health c a r e  and social  securi ty  sys tems  operate  in support of the partially 
sighted and blind population. This paper  presents  the resu l t s  of this  fea- 
sibility analysis and d iscusses  the data immediately available. 
11. DEFINITION OF BLINDNESS AND PARTIAL SIGHT 
To permit useful discussion of the available statistical information 
it i s  necessary f i r s t  to look at the definitions of blindness and partial 
sight commonly in u se .  The f i rs t  point to  note is tha.t objective definitions 
in t e r m s  of measurements a r e  not universal and indeed may have only 
limited usefulness in practice. However, since the available statistics 
a r e  often quoted in t e r m s  of measurements of visual acuity it i s  necessary 
to understand the various standards proposed. 
Visual Acuity Measurements 
These measurements a r e  essentially a ratio based on the smallest  
symbol ( e .  g. a le t ter)  an individual can identify on a standard chart.  We 
compare,  for example, a person with defective vision with one having per-  
fect vision; if the lat ter  can identify a symbol at a distance of x units and 
the person with imperfect vision can only identify it at y units of distance, 
Y tnen the visual acuity of the person with defective vision i s  g. In the pub- 
lished l i te ra ture ,  various different numbers for  the base value x a.re often 
quoted and this  can cause some confusion, but generally the figures most 
often quoted for  x a r e  10, 20, and 60. If very low acuities a r e  being 
measured higher base figures a r e  necessary one one therefore often en- 
counters base figures in the hundreds. In this repor t ,  we will t r y  io 
avoid confusion by reducing all  such figures quoted to  a decimal fraction, 
i .  e .  0. 1 ,  0 .  05, e tc .  
However, it i s  necessary to  recognise the limitations of the measure-  
ments ,  and to emphasize in particular the inaccuracies which may occur 
in reducing measurements to  a standard decimal notation. All visual 
acuity measurements  a r e  based on ability to  read symbols (most usually 
le t te rs  in  the case of adults,  familiar outlines in the case of young chil- 
dren of pre-reading age), but different chart sys tems exist,  and more  
important, the degree of contrast between ambient illumination and the 
char t s  themselves may not be optimum for a low-vision patient. In prac-  
t ice,  there  may be differences not only in actual visual performance (in 
t e r m s  of remaining useful functional vision) between subjects having the 
s ame  reduced visual acuity--measurements made according to one chart 
and test  distance system and another--but also in the measurements  them- 
selves.  They may differ  for a low vision patient depending on the measure  
ment techniques used. Mehr,  F r o s t ,  and Apple [2] s t r e s s  this  point in a 
survey of for ty low-vision patients at the Western Blind Rehabilitation 
Center in Palo Alto, California (USA). They point out that two patients 
whose visual acuities according to the i r  previous ophthalmic records  
were for  example 1/200 and 2/200 respectively, were found on examina- 
tion by the special low-vision techniques practised a t  the Center ,  to  
have much better visual acuities--10140 and 10160 respectively. While 
the differences may be extreme,  this  is not an isolated example: most 
other tria.1 repor t s  discussed in la te r  sections of this  report comment on 
the need for  special procedures if the visual acuity of low-vision patients 
is to be accurately assessed .  
Therefore,  while for the sake of simplicity visual acuity measure-  
ments in this  report have been reduced to decimal fractions, the r e s e r -  
vation should be made that these fractions may not be comparable be- 
cause of 
a) the difficulty of relating one measurement system (type of chart 
and working distance) to  another,  and 
b) the inherent weaknesses of the method of chart reading at stan- 
dard distances and in ambient illumination for low-vision patients. 
International and National Definitions of Blindness and Partial. Sight 
F r o m  a brief inspection of available data, it is c lear  that there is no 
universal system of recording "blindness" o r  "partial sight" in t e r m s  of 
measurements  of visual acuity, however inexact such measurements  may 
be a s  an index of useful vision. F o r  severa l  yea r s ,  however, WHO has 
been increasingly concerned with the problems ar is ing on an international 
scale in the collectio~i of adequate statistics; the question of uniform defi- 
nitions is of obvi-JS i.mportance in this  regard.  A 1966 WHO report  [3] 
identified a s  many a s  sixty-five definitions of blindness, and in 1969, the 
Twenty-Second World Health Assembly adopted a resolution requesting 
the Director-General  "lo undertake a study on the information which is 
at present available on the extent and a l l  the causes of preventable and 
curable blindness. "* 
The study was undertaken by means of a questionnaire submitted to 
governments. WHO published a report  on i t s  findings in March 1972 [4]. 
This report  was submitted to the Twenty-Fifth World Health Assembly 
in May 1972, following which a new resolution**was adopted. In this ,  the 
Director-General was requested to obtain additional data on visual im-  
pairment and blindness, to promote further  studies on the most efficient 
and economical means of preventing blindness, to ass i s t  Member States 
in educational programmes related to blindness . . . . Following this  r e -  
solution, a study group was set  up in late  1972. In i t s  report ,  the Study 
Group recommended a new s e r i e s  of definitions of blindness and visual 
impairment .  These a r e  presented in Table I. 
*WHO 1971 Handbook of resolutions and decisions of the WHA and the 
Executive Board, 1 l t h  ed. 87 (WHA 22. 29) . 
* * Off. Rec. WHO 1972, No. 201, Resolution WHA 25. 55. 
Table 1 
Categories of Visual Impairment and Blindnessa 
Category Visual acuity (with both eyes,  using the best possible correction) 
of visual 
impairment b maximum l e s s  than minimum equal to  o r  bet ter  than 
3/60 1/60 (Finger  counting a t  1 met re )  
3 1/20 (0. 05) 1/50 (0. 02) 
-- 
201400 51300 (20/1200) 
1/60 (Finger  counting at  1 met re )  
4 1/50 (0. 02) Light perception 
5/ 300 
5 No light perception 
9 Undetermined o r  unspecified 
"1f the extent of the  visual field i s  to  be considered also,  patients with 
a field of l e s s  than 10' but more  than 5' around central  fixation should be 
placed in category 3 and patients with a field l e s s  than 5' around central  
fixation should be placed in  category 4 ,  even i f  the central  acuity is not 
impaired.  
b ~ h e s e  categories a r e  intended to correspond with the fourth digit of 
the numbering sys tem used in the International Classification of Diseases .  
In this  sys tem,  the digit 9 customarily signifies "unspecified!' 
The group fur ther  recommended that "while each country must define 
blindness in relation to i t s  own social  and economic conditions (prefer-  
ably using the standard categories given in this  repor t ) ,  there  i s  need for  
an internationally accepted definition of blindness for the purposes of com- 
piling international s ta t is t ical  data.  The group recommended tliat this  defi- 
nition of blindness should include categories 3, 4 ,  and 5 . "  The above table 
was accepted a s  an amendment to  the WHO international calssification of 
d i seases  and f rom the point of view of international classification (not yet 
apparently reflected in current  national s ta t is t ics)  the threshold of blind- 
ne s s  and part ia l  sight would appear 0. 05 but with adjustments fo r  visual 
field impairment .  
On the national level,  the following brief notes summar ise  the posi- 
tion in two countries only, the U. S.A.  and the U. K .  While much more  
information will be necessary  for  the study proper ,  these  notes may se rve  
to  indicate some of the problems which will be encountered in the analysis 
of the  way in which the "blindness system" opera tes ,  o r  fails to  opera te ,  
for  the severely visually handicapped person. 
A definition of blindness (and of partial  sight,  when such a definition 
exis ts) ,  i s  on the national level not simply a r e sea rch  tool o r  a guide to 
compilers  of health statistics; ra ther  is i t  a social  o r  legal instrument 
which determines how the community will deal  with particular individuals 
with visual handicaps. Many countries have a legal definition of blindness 
based on visual acuity measurements  in their  social security legislation. 
F o r  example, in the United States a person is considered "blind" if his  
best cor rec ted  visual  acuity is no grea te r  than 0. 1 o r  i f  his  visual acuity 
exceeds 0. 1 but the diameter of the visual field does not exceed 20' in  any 
direction. There  appears  to be no s imi la r  administrative definition for  
par t ia l  sight.  Other countries use  legal definitions related to functional 
considerations, tied in some way to visual acuity measurements .  F o r  
example, the United Kingdom defines a blind person a s  one* "so blind a s  
to be unable to  perform any work for  which eye sight is essential.  I' This ,  
however, is associated with visual acuity measurements  in t h r ee  cate- 
gories .  A person is legally blind in the UK i f  his best corrected visual 
acuity is 1/20 (0. 05) o r  below, but may be considered blind i f  the visual 
acuity l i e s  between 0 . 1  and 0 .  05 with considerable restr ic t ion of the vi- 
sual  field. With a visual acuity better than 0. 1 he may be regarded a s  
legally blind i f  severe  restr ic t ion of the visual field is also present .  In 
the UK part ia l  sight is defined a s  follows: 
"1. There  is no statutory definition in  the National Assis tance Act ,  
1948, of partial-sight,  but the Ministry of Health has advised that 
a person who is not blind within the meaning of the Act of 1348, 
( see  Appendix 111) but who i s ,  nevertheless ,  substantially and 
permanently handicapped by congenitally defective vision o r  in 
whose case  i l lness  o r  injury ha s  caused defective vision of a sub- 
stantial and permanently handicapping charac te r  is within the 
scope of the welfare se rv ices  which the local authority a r e  em-  
powered to provide fo r  blind persons--but this  does not apply to  
other benefits specially enjoyed by the blind, e .  g. pension at age 
40, additional assis tance grant.  
2. The following c r i t e r i a  should be used a s  a general guide when 
determining whether a person fal ls  within the scope of the wel- 
f a r e  provisions for  the partially-sighted, a s  well a s  in  recom-  
mending, where the person is under 16 yea r s  of age, the appro- 
pr iate  type of school for  the part icular  child concerned: - 
(i) for  registration purposes and the provision of welfare 
se rv ices  the following persons may be regarded a s  
partially- sighted - those with visual acuity: 
(a) 3/60 to  6/60 with full field; 
(b) up to  6/24 with moderate contraction of the 
field, opacities in  media, o r  aphakia; 
* ~ e f i n i t i o n s  a s  given in UK Ministry of Health c i rcu la r  4/55,  pub- 
lished 2 March 1955. 
(c) 6/18 or  even better i f  there i s  a gross field 
defect, e .  g. hemianopia, or  there i s  marked 
contraction of the field a s  in pigmentary degen- 
eration, glaucoma etc. 
(ii) for children whose visual acuity will have a bearing 
on the appropriate methods of education - 
(a) severe visual disabilities- -to be educated in 
Special Schools by methods involving vision - 
3/60 to 6/24 with glasses; 
(b) visual impairment- -to be educated at ordinary 
schools by special consideration-better than 
6/24 with glasses. 
NOTES 
(a) Infants and young children with congenital anomalies unless ob- 
viously blind should be classed as  partially-sighted and referred 
for hospital supervision and care until aged 4 and then be re-  
viewed. 
(b) At age 4 and over- -binocular corrected vision should be the crite- 
rion. 
(c) All in (ii) (a) and (b) above should be re-examined every 12 months- 
or earl ier  i f  there i s  reason to suspect any worsening. 
(d) In making recommendations about persons under the age of six- 
teen, examining ophthalmologists should bear in mind that there 
a r e  other factors (see paragraph 13 of the Circular) which may 
influence local education authorities in their decision about the 
special educational treatment to be provided. " 
Functional Definitions of Blindness 
The imperfections inherent in visual acuity measurements a s  a mea- 
sure  of blindness and partial sight, whether or  not they a r e  associated 
with qualifying statements relative to field defects, have resulted in sug- 
gestions that more operational definitions should be used. For  example, 
in arriving at the recommended international definition listed in Table 1 
above, the WHO Director-General's report [4] stated that there was a 
further need for clarification in definitions. In that report, the question- 
naire responses of many participating countries demonstrated the need 
for extending definitions outside the range of simple visual acuity o r  vi-- 
sual field measurements. The concepts of "economic and social blind- 
ness" were mentioned, and these concepts have been elaborated by other 
authors. The lack of clear definitions reflects the difficulty of dealing 
with that part of the population which has only partial sight and i s  there- 
fore handicapped in earning a living o r  in social relations. For  example, 
in Table 1 quoted above, categories 1 and 2 were described a s  partial 
impairment of vision and social blindness respectively. With category 3, 
t rue blindness begins - -the term "virtual blindness" being used to des- 
cribe those individuals in this category, and category 4 ,  total blindness. 
Several workers in the field have commented on the incomplete or 
unsa.tisfactory nature of definitions of blindness and partial sight related 
solely to visual acuity and visual field measurements. Genensky [5] , for 
example, concludes that, from the viewpoint of regulatory social security 
agencies, definitions based on the functional capabilities of the visually 
impaired population would be more logical. He has in fact proposed a 
series of four classifications as  follows: 
1) functionally blind o r  nonfunctionally sighted, 
2) functionally sighted, 
3) functionally sighted with aided mobility, and 
41 functionally sighted with neither sighted literacy nor sighted 
illiteracy. 
The classifications he gives a r e  specifically related a) to the mobility 
of the individual and b) to his ability to read and write (hence the need to 
exclude illiteracy due to non -visual handicaps). A key concept in Genensky' s 
functional classification scheme i s  an attempt to define a "visually impaired 
person1'; this concept i s  important both from the general social considera- 
tions discussed above and in the limited context of this report. We a r e  
trying here to establish 1) what i s  meant by the words "the partially sighted 
population'1, 2) how large this population i s ,  and 3) within what ranges 
technological prosthetics a re  particularly applicable. Genensky' s revised 
definition states that a person i s  "visually impaired i f  the visual acuity 
in his better eye with corrective lenses does not exceed 20/70. o r  if the 
visual acuity in his better eye, with o r  without corrective leneses, does 
exceed 20170, but his visual field i s  so restricted that he i s  unable to 
maneuver safely in an unfamiliar environment without the aid of a sighted 
person, a dog, o r  a cane. " [6] This revised definition includes a visual 
acuity measurement, but Genensky expresses misgivings about quoting a 
precise limit: 
I t .  . . by doing so, there i s  always the chance that I may exclude from 
the ranks of the visually impaired, people who need one o r  more of the 
services that a r e  provided o r  should be provided to the partially sighted. I '  
[6] While for the reason stated above, visual acuity measurements, unless 
qualified by a statement of precise functional limitations, a r e  unsatisfac- 
tory a s  a general all-purpose definition, they could be used a s  an indica- 
tion of the threshold below which the partially sightea population begins 
:for the purpose of this study. It will be observed that 20170 (0.285) very 
closely corresponds to the WHO category 1--partial impairment of vision 
(maximum visual acuity 0. 3). Fur the r  light on the subject is provided 
by Goldish [7] in a study concerned with the establishment of the U. S. 
market  for visual aids and services.  Goldish has commented extensively 
on the question of measurement standards for  visual handicaps. F r o m  
this  different point of view he comes to virtually the same conclusion a s  
Genensky: he points out that the types of aids and services depend on the 
extent to  which visual function i s  impaired,  ra ther  than on visual acuity 
numbers. There a r e  however indications that there  i s  a rough cor re la -  
tion between visual functioning and ranges of visual acuity numbers. He 
suggests the fcllowing definitions: 
Visual malfunction- -wearing of corrective lenses 
Visual impairment- -"trouble seeing, " even with corrective lenses 
Severe visual impairment - -"legal blindness", "blindness" 
o r  "inability to read newsprint even with corrective lenses. " 
He suggests that the threshold between visual impairment and severe  
visual impairment correspond to  visual acuities of about 0. 3 o r  0 .2  and 
it i s  these figures with which he associates  the severely visually im-  
paired U .  S. population. In another paper Goldish 2nd Marx [8] indicate 
what they believe to be the boundary values for  eye malfunctions. While 
the upper l imits  of visual impairment can lie anywhere between a visual 
acuity of 0. 5 and 0. 3, the part of the visually impaired population falling 
within these two l imits  can usually have their  visual function restored to  
acceptable l imits  by conventional ophthalmological t reatment .  There 
exists  a s imi la r  boundary a r e a  at the lower and of the scale ,  i. e .  where 
severe  visual impairment merges  into functional blindness. These l imits  
l ie  between 0. 025 and the point at which the individual is able to  perceive 
light but has li t t le o r  no useful vision. The US definition of legal blind- 
nes s  (at least a s  fa r  a s  the visual acuity measurement is concerned) r e -  
presents  paractically a median point of partial sight (severe visual im-  
pairment) at a visual acuity figure of 0. 1 .  
In Table 2 the WHO standards a r e  compared'with the boundary con- 
ditions for partial sightedness and blindness suggested by Goldish and 
Marx with the tentative visual acuity threshold suggested by Genensky for  
visual impairment. The legal definition of blindness for  the U. K. is also 
added. . 
It will be noted that there  i s  some measure  of agreement a s  to  where 
part ial  sightness begins in t e r m s  of visual acuity, i. e .  between 0. 3 and 
0. 25. True  blindness (in t e r m s  of useful vision remaining) must begin 
at the level defined by WHO a s  "virtual blindness," i. e .  at a visual 
acuity of 0. 017, although Goldish would put this  a li t t le higher at 0. 025. 
This  bandwidth, i .  e .  from 0. 3 to 0. 02, will be used to  define the partially 
sighted population in this report .  
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BLINDNESS" 
Other Factors in Definition of Part ial  Sight 
Although from a purely statistical point of view a definition of partial 
sight in terms of the bandwidth of visual acuity given i s  adequate for this 
study, there a r e  further social consequences which must be employed as  
a qualification. 
F i r s t ,  the omission of any reference to the remaining visual field 
could exclude a fraction of the partially sighted population whose central 
visual acuity i s  above 0. 3 .  It i s  for this reason that Genensky, in his 
functional classification scheme distinguishes between "functionally sighted" 
and "functionally sighted with aided mobility. " Both classes a r e  "visually 
impaired," but the first i s  able to "maneuver safely in an unfamiliar en- 
vironment without the aid of a sighted person, a dog, o r  a cane," while 
the second i s  not able so to manoeuvre. Severe restriction of the visual 
field is in itself a specific handicap in movement. 
The second consequence is concerned with the relation of legal de- 
finitions to operational o r  functional considerations. In the two countries 
for which data has been examined for this feasibility study, it seems ap- 
parent that the legal definitions of blindness do not relate solely to that 
part of the population which is truly blind--i. e .  little o r  no useful vision-- 
but neither do they include any particular fraction of the partially sighted. 
Yet many of the partially sighted a r e  handicapped socially and economi- 
cally, particularly in their reading ability: the threshold of reading news- 
print for example i s  usually regarded a s  about 0 . 4  in terms of visual 
acuity. 
111. STATISTICAL DATA 
Size i f  the Severelv Visuallv I m ~ a i r e d  Po~ula t ion 
On the basis of questionnaire responses from the WHO member gov- 
ernments, the WHO Director General's 1972 report [4] to the Twenty- 
Fifth World Health Assembly estimated that there a r e  ten to fifteen mil- 
lion "blind" people in the world. It is a difficult problem to establish 
with any degree of consistency what i s  meant by "blind" in the above con- 
text. F o r  example, the USA statistics included in this computation gave 
a blind population of 385,000 which other sources show to be the number 
of legally blind persons registered in the USA in 1960. The WHO estimate 
is based on frsgmentary and non-homogeneous data. But even assuming 
that all the reporting countries have a definition of "legal blindness" simi- 
l a r  to that m the US, the total world population of partially sighted, i. e .  
those who a r e  socially o r  economically blind in t e rms  of the WHO r e -  
commended classification, must amount to at least three times this num - 
ber,  i. e .  thirty million. Genensky [6] points out that an estimate of this 
kind, which is based on the ratio of partially sighted to legally blind in 
develcped countries such a s  the USA, must be an underestimate since it 
is reasonable to assume that the incidence of partial sightedness i s  sig- 
nificantly lower in developed countries. While it i s  impossible to quantify 
this difference, weight i s  lent to this supposition by comparison of the 
blind rates per 100,000 of population quoted by WHO [4]: whereas for 
developed countries the range is approximately from 50 to 200, the rate 
for developing countries can bz a s  large a s  several thousand. For  the 
purpose of this feasibility study, however, we can limit the analysis to 
the USA and the UK a s  examples of developed countries for which reliable 
statistics exist. 
U. S. Statistics 
In a report issued in 1971*, the US National Academy of Sciences 
considered that in 1970 there were approximately 420,000 legally blind 
persons out of a total population of 203. 2 million in the USA. Similar 
figures have been quoted by other sources. At that date there were an 
additional 1 .28 million Americans who were unable to read newspapers 
with best corrected vision, i .  e. with visual acuities of less  than 0.4.  On 
the basis of these figures Genensky [6] concludes that by 1973 there would 
be 1 33 million individuals outside the qualification of "legal blindness!' 
*Rehabilitation Engineering - A Plan for Continued Progress  (Com- 
mittee on Prosthetics Research and Development :f the National 
Academy of Sciences) 
To these should be added approximately 4 3 6 , 0 0 0  legally blind, making 
an estimated total of 1 . 7 6 6  million partially sighted plus legally blind 
persons in 1973.  Using figures based on the sample of partially sighted 
persons subjects in the RANDSIGHT CCTV research,  Genensky also con- 
cludes that about 7070 of legally blind persons a r e  in fact partially sighted 
within his definitions. Thus, he concludes that the true population of 
partially sighted persons in the USA in 1973 amounted to 1 .  64 million. 
The upper threshold of this population corresponds to these with visual 
acuity measurements of between 0 . 1  and 0 .  3  illustrated in Figure 1 .  
Goldish [7] concludes that approximately 6 . 4  million individuals met his 
definition of "visual impairmenttt in 1970 in the USA; of this total--using 
his threshold value of "severe visual impairment1' of 0 .  3  to 0 . 2  visual 
acuity--about 1 . 7  million individuals should be classified as  ''severely 
visually impaired. I' There thus seems to be considerable agreement 
on what constitutes the partially sighted population of the USA who a r e  
not functionally blind but who a r e  handicapped to the extent of not being 
able to read normal type. This is about 1 . 6  million, in contrast to a 
true functionally blind population of 1 3 0 , 0 0 0 .  It should be pointed out, 
however, that the legally blind population may itself be underestimated, 
resulting in a possible increase of the numbers of functionally blind per- 
sons noted above. At any event, the number of partially sighted persons 
compared with the total population of the USA in 1973,  i s  not insignificant: 
0 .  77% of the total. 
UK Statistics 
The United Kingdom Ministry of Health and Social Security compiles 
elaborate statistics and analyzes them in almost every conceivable break- 
down of age, sex, and other parameters including some twenty major 
causative eye conditions. A report on the trends in these statistics for 
the years 1948 to 1962 has been published by the NIinistry of Health follow- 
ing a study by Sorsby [9]. 
These statistics relate to the information published annually in the 
Register of the Blind and Partially Sighted. The compilation is based on 
forms completed by individuals wishing to be classified a s  registered 
blind or  partially sighted. Forms a r e  then referred to the Department 
of Health and Social Security by the ophthalmologist or  general practl- 
tioner concerned with the case, or  by the 'National Assistance Board so- 
cial security) o r  other lay sources. Sorsby tabulates the statistics of 
these referral  sources and shows that in the higher age groups the refer- 
r a l  source is mainly non-medical organisations. He comments that this 
makes blindness statistics dependent on social rather than ophthalmolog- 
ical factors, and concludes that ".  . . the number registered annually will 
continue to represent only a portion of a larger--and perhaps very much 
l a rge r -  -number. " 
The partially sighted section of the register  has been maintained 
since 1951. Since the mode of accession to this reg is te r  i s ,  however, 
the same a s  that for the Blind Register it would be reasonable to assume 
that the numbers recorded cannot, for  the same reason, give an accurate 
picture of the incidence of part ial  sightedness in the UK. lMoreover, there 
is a further substantial difficulty in interpreting the underestimation of the 
partially sighted in the register: while the registered blind persons obtain 
social security benefits (state ret i rement  pensions at  the age of forty and 
additional assistance grants ,  etc. ), these benefits do not apply to the par-  
tially sighted population who a r e  entitled only to  welfare services which 
can be supplied by the local authority. Thus there is much l e s s  motiva- 
tion to  register  than there is in the case  of those coming within the blind 
definition. There is considerable agreement that under these conditions 
a I.arge numbe-. of the partially sighted do not bother to  reg is te r .  If we 
:lake the figures for blind registrations in 1962 and partially sighted re-  
gistrations in the same year  from the report referenced, we obtain a fi- 
gure of 96 ,500+ 26,100, i . e .  a total of 122,600. The populationof Eng- 
la.nd and Wales a s  a whole for that year  was 48. 2 million: the total r e -  
gistered blind and partia.12.y sighted represent  0. 254% of the population-- 
the "registered blind" demen t  representing 0. 200°?0 of the population and 
the registered partially sighted representing 0. 054%. 
These figures a r e  clearly incompatible with the figures for  the USA 
derived above. F i rs t ly ,  the total proportion (0. 254% of the population) i s  
three  t imes l e s s  than that of the USA. Secondly, while one would expect 
that the proportion of "registered blind" in the UK would be l e s s  than that 
ill the USA (by reason of the lower visual acuity l imits--0.  05 a s  compared 
with 0. 1--no field restr ict ions in either case) ,  one would not expect the 
relative proportion of blind to  partially sighted persons to be reversed in 
the two se t s  of statistics. It is always possible that the incidence of both 
blindness and partial sight is different in both countries. But the genetic 
and c l~ l tura l  differences a r e  not, at f i rs t  sight, s o  dissimilar  a s  to give 
such totally incompatible resul ts .  
It has been suggested that the statistics for part ial  sight in England 
and Wales e r r  by at least 50% owing to  the lack of motivation to  register .  
The Part ial ly Sighted Society of the UK is studying the incidence of partial 
sight based on available information from local social services in the UK. 
It is reported that the t rends emerging in this study indicate that the figure 
of a 50% underestimate in the Naticnal Register is itself an underestimate. 
Whatever the eventual resul ts  of this survey, there s t i l l  remains a sub- 
stantial unexplained difference between the UK and USA stst is t ics .  
A full study of the statistical data will be a necessary part of an even- 
tual project, but the immediate need is  for a cross-check of the statistics 
from the USA with other developed countries. This would at least allow 
a judgment a s  to whether the UK statistics could in any way be projected 
to give a more meaningful result in the terms of this study. 
The Relation of Age to Severe Visual Impairment 
Blindness and partial sight a r e ,  to some extent, age-dependent con- 
ditions. It appears that for the USA, over 6070 of the severely visually 
impaired a r e  aged 65 o r  over. A break-down of the partially sighted po- 
pulation by persentage in three age groups i s  given in Table 3 .  
Table 3 
Age Groups of the Partially Sighted 
USA, England, and Wales 
Age Groups - USA England and Wales 
over 65 6470 6 370 
25 - 64 3270 2 370 
under 25 4% 1470 
The US data a r e  estimates by Goldish [7] ; no particular year is  quoted. 
The figures a r e  based on that part of the visually impaired population with 
visual acuities of 0. 1 o r  less  with best correction. The England and Wales 
figures a r e  from the Partially Sighted Register and refer to the year end- 
ing 31 March 1972. They follow the UK cri teria fo r  the partially sighted, 
i. e. visual acuity between 0. 05 to 0. 1 (greater with visual field restr ic-  
tions). 
It i s  impossible to estimate how the relative proportions of partially 
sighted persons in the three age groups chosen a r e  affected by the general 
inaccuracy of the Register a s  a measure of the total partially sighted po- 
pulation in England and Wales. But the marked difference between the 
percentage of young people shown by the figures for England and Wales 
and the estimated percentage of the similar age group in the USA may be 
noted. However, the general point that well over half the partially sighted 
population is over ret:rement age is well illustrated by both se ts  of figures. 
So far  a s  the England and Wales figures a r e  concerned, the trend in new 
registrations during the year quoted showed a rather greater proportion 
of the elderly and a somewhat lower proportion of the remaining two age 
groups (only 7. 3% of the new registrations were under 25, 17.3% being 
between 25 and 64, and 75.4% being over 65). 
If these proportions a r e  borne out by examination of the statistics 
from other countries, we could make an estimate of the number of indi- 
viduals likely to benefit from 
a )  special educational facilities 
b) assistance to maintain their earning capacity, and 
c) purely social assistance. 
Such statistics would be useful in a future cost-benefit analysis of 
technological aids for partially sighted persons because they would per- 
mit some division into economic benefit and social benefit groups. How- 
ever,  it would be unsound to break down the analysis into economic bene- 
fits for the younger age groups on the one hand, and social benefits for the 
older age groups on the other, since all age groups would presumably slzare 
the social benefits of increased scope of their activities. Nevertheless, 
the quantification of the economic benefits to those In the school age and 
the working age groups will be important. 
Other statistical break-downs a r e  possible, e .  g. by sex and by eye 
defect, but these seem hardly relevant at this stage in the study. Of more 
importance for future examination i s  the degree to whlch severe visual 
impairment i s  related to a.bility to carry  on normal actlvlty, and to what 
extent other chronic conditions occur together with the conditions causing 
severe visual impairment. Some data exists on thls latter point in the US 
s-tatistics, but a detailed examination has been deferred since these issues 
a r e  secondary to the objectives of the feasibility study 
Conclusions 
The available statistics from the USA will permit reasonably accurate 
estimates of the partially sighted population which could benefit from tech- 
nological aios of all types. The estimates from two sources a r e  in close 
agreement It i s  unfortunate that the extremely detailed statistics pub- 
lished by the UK in the Blind Register and the Partially Sighted Register 
a r e  probably considerable underestimates (in the view of one author by 
over 50% in the partially sighted case).  A study of the partially sighted 
population of the UK being carried out by the Partially Sighted Society 
may give useful pointers to the adjustment of the statistical tables based 
on the Register, but, for the moment, there seems little to be gained by 
attempting to extrapolate from the UK statistics. 
It can be said, however, that the feasibility of collecting the type of 
data required for the study proper has been demonstrated. The imme- 
diate next step should be to confirm that the inferences drawn from the 
USA figures can be cross-checked by a study of the available statistics 
from other countries of similar cultural and genetic characteristics. 
IV. PROSTHETICS FOR THE SEVERELY VISUALLY IMPAIRED 
The Relevant Eve Conditions 
Eye conditions resulting in severely defective vision a r e  customarily 
divided i.nto two general groups: anter ior  segment and posterior segment 
pathology. The f i rs t  group essentially consists of defects of the refractive 
material  (i .  e .  the lens of the eye), and the second group includes severe  
malfunctions of the retina o r  optic nerve. An example of this  f i rs t  type 
of condition is cataract;  macular  degeneration of the retina is one of the 
rnore common manifestations of posterior segment defect. In Kr ieger ' s  
clinical t r i a l  of patients' reaction to optical a ids  222 patients (2470) had 
refractive material  disorders  a s  against 695 ('7670) having ret inal  and op- 
t ic  nerve malfunction [lq. In a Genensky et al.  t r i a l  of CCTV systems,  
51 subjects (7570) were found to suffer from malfunctions of retina o r  op- 
t ic  nerve ,  one from defects of the refractive material  alone, and 1 9  (2370) 
from hoth kg. In hoth t r i a l s ,  the high proportion of macular  degenera- 
tion ill posterior segment defects was s tressed:  in  the case of the Krieger  
s e r i e s  306 sc,bjects (33%) suffered from this condition, while in the Genensky 
CCr!:V t r i a l  a total of 2 6  (3270) had this type of condition. 
3; is inappropriate he re  to attempt to describe a l l  the many eye conditions 
vhich comprise the pathology of severe  visual impairment. It is sufficient 
io  note that t!le most frequent malfunctioning of the refractive material  
(cataract)  c<m often be ccrrrected by surgery ,  while the retina and 3ptic 
nerS-\:e malfunctions c:?nnot be corrected (with the exception of retinal 
detachment). In practica! t e r m s ,  most of the retinal and optic nerve con- 
d i t i o n ~  resul t  in a direct loss  of vision which may be accompanied by vi- 
sual. ::.ic:'d restr ict ions.  Many such patients a r e  not only unable to  distin- 
qi:.sh z:: oi;ject clearly, but, because of the destruction of the light sen- 
s i t~ .ve  i ssue  of the retina (the so-called cones and rods) ,  the i r  perception 
of contrast is also below normal. The image on the retina is thus defec- 
tive in outline, and unless the object is much more  brightly illuminated 
th.a.n for a normally-sighted person, it  is not bright enough to  provide the 
visual centres  of the brain with adequate information about the object. 
A degree of anter ior  segment malfunction is common: almost half 
the  population of developed countries such a s  the USA require  spectacles 
-to cor rec t  such conditions a s  myopia, etc.  However, these conditions 
.seldom resul t  in impairment of vision s o  severe  that they cannot be cor-  
rected by spectacles o r  contact lenses.  Densities and irregular i t ies  of 
the refractive media, including ca tarac ts ,  result  in  more  ser ious vision 
lo s s ,  and patients suffering these conditions a r e  in general to  be included 
in the severely visually impaired population. 
For  treatment of the severe visual impairment by low vision aids, it i s  
generally agreed that the actual pathological conditions a r e  not cri teria 
for the prescription or non-prescription of a n  aid. There seems to be no 
particular correlation between types of eye malfunction and the nature of 
the aid prescribed. The extent and location of damage i s  more important 
than the particular pathology causing it.  However, different eye condi- 
tions a re  associated with different problems in prosthetic prescription. 
Individual patients may have conditions which, for example, prevent them 
from reading o r  writing without visual aids, while the main problem of 
other patients may be distance vision a s  it affects their mobility. In 
Krieger 's  sample, about 65% of patients gave a s  their greatest need im- 
provement in close vision while around 25% required improved distant 
vision a s  first priority. 
Optical Aids 
Before the advent of CCTV systems, the majority of visual aids for 
the severely visually impaired were lens systems of one kind o r  another. 
Their characteristics have been described in detail by Sloan 1121. Krieger, 
in his clinical t r ia l  of 917 patients [lo], listed, in addition to standard 
lenses, four general types of distance aids which he prescribed. They 
include monocular and binocular telescopes, multiple pinhole spectacles, 
and contact lenses. 
Of these, the use of high power wide-angle telescope systems in the 
shape of conventional binoculars has been described in detail by Genensky 
[6] He points out that this commercially available item can assist the 
severely visually impaired person to a surprising extent. He has described 
how the use of binoculars played an important, i f  not vital par t ,  in his own 
ability to benefit from a normal high school education. He has a visual 
acuity of 0.0267 in one eye only, with severe field restriction. Not only 
do such binoculars provide the necessary magnification (5 x seems to be 
the average requirement), but their light-gathering power helps also to 
solve the contrast problem many partially sighted persons encounter in 
distinguishing, for example, street signs o r  traffic lights. 
F o r  near vision, Krieger l is ts  nine aids preescribed for the subjects 
in his t r ia l ,  from unifocal and bifocal high power spectacle lenses to stand 
magnifiers and multiple pinhole spectacles. The following observations 
may be made about optical aids for near vision: 
1) None of the single o r  spectacle clip-on high power lens systems 
solve the problem of contrast required for reading in a normally 
lighted room: patients whose conditions require blacklwhite 
contrast intensification cannot read with them without an addi- 
tional powerful light source. 
2) Some stand magnifiers have high-power light sources incor- 
porated; these can be useful particularly i f  their  mountings 
a r e  arranged so  that movements in a l l  directions can be easily 
provided (e.  g. for scanning a line of text). 
3) Most clip-on lens systems have a cr i t ical  focus such that the 
material  to  be read must be held at a precisely fixed distance 
from the eye; the remainder of the visual field is totally out of 
focus. This may cause fatigue. 
4) F o r  stand magnifiers o r  handheld supplementary magnifying 
lenses,  the problem of distortion is an additional handicap if 
large magnifications a r e  required. The lens must be large to  
permit easy 1oca.tion of a line of print (or  a group of words), 
in  i t s  context but only the centre of the lens provides an un- 
distorted image. Thus, ra ther  precise a.nd exact movements 
a r e  required of the use r  of handheld o r  standmounted magnifiers 
in order  to read with any degree of comfort and speed. The edge 
distortion phenomenon can cause fatigue. A F resne l  lens over- 
comes some of these difficulties. 
While spectacle-mounted near  vision aids and handheld magnifiers 
ha.ve the great advantage of portability, the cr i t ical  focal length of the 
former ,  and the need fo r  a relatively powerful external light source 
.to solve the contrast problem encountered by many severely visually im- 
paired persons,  constitute a fundamental disadvantage. Nevertheless , 
a simple hand magnifier with built-in battery illumination i s  sometimes 
a vital aid outside the home o r  place of work, since i t  enables the indivi- 
dual to read previously prepared notes of telephone numbers, addresses,  
and other smal l  i tems of important data. Stand magnifiers with built-m 
i l l~minat ion ,  especially if equipped with a Fresnel  lens (such a s  the Hei- 
delberger Grossflaechenlupe [13] ), a r e  practical working aids for  those 
whose magnification requirements do not exceed four to  six t imes,  but 
they a r e  not easily portable. 
Electronic and Electro-Optical Aids 
While the idea of using electronic means to provide a magnified and 
contrast -enhanced image is not new, the current closed- circuit telsvision 
(CCTTJ) systems which a r e  commercially available for the visually handi- 
capped have been developed a s  a result of the work of S. Genensky and 
the Randsight team at the Rand Corporation (USA). 
CCTV uses a small  television camera ,  mounted either vertically o r  
horizontally, which views the object to  be read (or  the writing surface) 
either directly o r  (with horizontally mounted camera systems) by a mi r ro r .  
The signals generated by the camera a r e  fed into a normal TV monitor 
screen, placed at a convenient height and distance for the viewer. The 
operator can select the most appropriate degree of magnification (up to 
25x in the case of most systems) and can adjust the image for the desired 
degree of blacklwhite contrast in the same manner a s  with a norma? TV 
receiver. In some versions, changes in magnification a r e  obtained by 
vertical movements of the camera (which may o r  may not have a supple- 
mentary lens system) but this may be most conveniently done, although 
at extra cost, by a normal zoom lens attached to the camera body. Since 
contrast reversal has been found to be valuable in a large proportion of 
the users ,  almost all commercially available CCTV systems provide for 
the image on the screen to be reversed at will electronically, i, e .  black 
let ters on a white background o r  white letters on a black background. 
An important feature of the more recent designs is the XY platform 
on which the material to be viewed i s  mounted. It is a problem, when 
using a CCTV system at high magnification, to manoeuvre the reading 
material in such a manner a s  to scan a line of print without losing one's 
place. The so- called XY platform, which permits movement in the two 
horizontal directions with some degree of in-built friction, facilitates the 
smooth scanning of a document at even the highest magnification. A more 
detailed description of the features of CCTV devices i s  given in the Annex. 
When compared with optical devices, several important advantages 
a r e  claimed for CCTV aids: 
a)  CCTV i s  totally adjustable for any magnification and contrast 
condition reauired. Optical devices on the other hand a r e  most 
usually of fixed magnification (therefore neehng exact matching 
to an individual patient's requirements); an optical aid has no 
flexibility in the contrast available to the user.  
b) Less training is  required for the use of a CCTV ald than for the 
corresponding optical system. The user need only familiarize 
himself with the controls and acquire a moderate level of dexterity 
in hand movements to permit fast scanning of reading material 
with the XY platform. 
c) Once he has found a satisfactory position for the components of 
the system, the user can read o r  write without having to maintain 
a particular fixed posture, thus eliminating fatigue, a very real  
problem with stand magnifiers and other aids. 
The disadvantages of these systems a r e  primarily their cost (about 
$1,500 at current production levels for the better type systems), their 
lack of portability, although at least two designs a r e  intended to be hand- 
carried over short distances. Furthermore, they a r e  not suited for 
distance viewing except in particular situations where the system can be 
set up beforehand (e. g. classrooms, offices). Several types have swivel 
cameras  for viewing blackboards, wall char t s ,  and other distant surfaces.  
A fur ther  type of electronic aid may also be mentioned he re  since, 
although this  is primari ly  for  the blind o r  virtually blind, i t  is a develop- 
ment and extension of the CCTV principle.  The device is known a s  the 
Optacon El41 and was developed by a team at  Stanford University, headed 
by P ro fe s so r  Linvill. The came ,  Optacon, is an abbreviation of 2 t i c a l -  
to-tactile converter:  this  exactly descr ibes the function of the device. 
A Z n i a t u z e d  television camera ,  no bigger than 6"x6"x2", is held in one 
hacd and a line of print is scanned with i t .  The signals a r e  fed into a tac-  
t i le  pad, resulting in an imprint of each let ter  o r  word being sensed on 
the x s e r ' s  other hand held in contact with the pad. The device was f i rs t  
commercially available in la te  1971 and by the and of 1973, over  500 de- 
vices  were  in use  in severa l  countries.  The device has been used by a 
surpris ingly wide spectrum of professions inc?.uding computer program- 
m e w .  Considerable pract ice is required t o  gain sati.sfactory reading 
speeds (thirty to  fifty word:; per  minute). It is not necessar i ly  a substi-  
tute for  Brai l le  o r  audio aids .  
Other Aids 
In a full study of technological a.i.ds for  the partially sighted, i t  will 
be necessary  t o  consider other rlon-technical possibili t ies.  F o r  example, 
!arge-print editions of cer tain books o r  texts hacl heel? published for  sev-  
e r a l  yea.rs by some institutions and social  se rv ices ,  and, a t  least  for  a 
?I-aportion of the partially sighted population, the value of such aids  should 
not be forgotten. F o r  this  feasibility study, no attempt has  been made to 
investigate fully the u se  of large-print  books. Such books, however, a r e  
ca r r i ed  by many of the l a rge r  public l ib ra r ies  in the UK and a r e  available 
a s  par t  of the se rv ices  provided locally to  the partially sighted. In the 
USA, a s  reported by Goldish and Marx  [$I, there  was a boom in the pro- 
duction of large-print books during the middle s ixt ies  but the products 
were not well received, perhaps owing to their  nature.  They were over- 
s ized,  heavy, photoenlarged versions of regular  editions. Few copies 
were  sold and the selection of t i t les  was limited. The number of puh- 
l i she r s  of large-print  books declined f rom thir ty  t o  two by 1973 arid the 
authors  quoted consider that sa les  a r e  unlikely to  exceed 100 volumes 
pe r  t i t le.  
In a full study of that par t  of the partially sighted population which 
overlaps with the virtually blind, i .  e .  with visual acuities of 0. 025 o r  
lower,  the u se  of Brai l le  a s  a reading aid must be considered. Such a 
study would have to  take into account the relative effectiveness of other  
methods, e .  g. the Optacon o r  possibly CCTV, and the avallabihty of 
Braille texts and the training requirements. Extensive data on the use 
of Braille exist but no attempt has been made to cover this aspect of the 
subject in the present study. 
V. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF  LOW VISION AIDS 
The purpose of this section of the report  i s  to  present some of the 
available evidence systematically linking improvement in visual perfor-  
mance with the u se  of low-vision aids .  While improvement of a partially 
sighted person ' s  mobility in unfamiliar surroundings is an important so-  
cial objective, the main emphasis he r e  i s  improvement of visual ability 
by restor ing the individual's capacity to  read and write.  
The data presented a r e  from t r i a l s ,  ranging from formal  clinical 
t r i a l s  reported in the ophthalmological l i t e ra ture ,  to  studies of subjects '  
performance in using part icular  a ids ,  to  u s e r  reactions to  aids  in normal  
daily use.  The ideal would be to  have t ruly comparable information based 
on a l l  possible types of aids under controlled conditions, i .  e .  matching 
clinical t r i a l s  and rigorous analysis of aids in daily use  so  that measure-  
ments  of perforrnance could be correlated with type of eye condition, type 
of a id,  and remaining visual acuity. No such comprehensive t r i a l  has  yet 
been identified in this feasibility study. The immediate problem, there-  
fore ,  i s  to  bring together the resu l t s  f rom very  different types of t r i a l  
and u s e r  assessment .  In the following paragraphs,  resu l t s  of four dif- 
ferent t r i a l s  will be disciissed. 
Clinical T r i a l s  
Several  major  clinical t r i a l s  of a ids  for  the partially sighted have 
been undertaken in recent years .  Unfortunately, none of these have in- 
ci.uded CCTV a s  an alternative since, until the last  two to th ree  yea r s ,  
these devices were  not available on a wide sca le  a s  a normal  par t  cf the 
equipment of hospital ophthalmological departments.  There  a r e  records  
of severa l  major  t r i a l s  car r ied  out in the late 50's and ear ly 6u s on uptical 
a ids  for  low vision patients,  for example, one of 350 patients at Moorfields 
Hospital, London (Moffatt) (15),  reporting a reading ability of 8570 of subjects 
with the help of visual a ids ,  and a second at  the National Institute for  the Blind 
and Part ia l ly  Sighter! a t  Copenhagen (Braendstrup and Skydsgaard) :16), in 
which 6570 of 1 ,  C30 patients were  able to  read with visual a ids .  
The Kr ieger  T r i a l  
The most recent major  clinical t r i a l  s eems  to have been that of Kr ie -  
g e r  (10) who analysed the resu l t s  obtained from 917 pa.tients between 9 957 
and 1966 Of the 917 patients,  575 were  clinic and 342 were  privace cases  
So fa r  a s  can be determined, cost (e i ther  of treatment o r  of prosthetics) 
was not a factor. After examination and refraction, each patient was 
prescribed the visual aid which seemed most suited to his condition. 
Once an aid had been prescribed, clinic patients were given instructions 
in i t s  use. When their aids had arrived, the patients paid a follow-up 
visit to the clinic and were invited to return in six months to check on the 
results obtained. The same procedure was adopted for private patients, 
except that for this group it was possible to give them fuller instruction 
and training in the use of their aid, and to establish a schedule for i t s  
initial use (e. g. ten minutes per day for the first week, increasing stead- 
ily during subsequent weeks). Krieger concludes that the differences in 
follow-up and training procedures contributed very largely to the differ- 
ence in performance between the two groups. 
Out of the total of 917 cases,  visual aids were prescribed in 440 cases 
(223 clinic and 217 private). Thus, presumably it can be inferred that the 
initial positive response (in terms of an improvement in distant or  near 
vision) was around 48%. The majority of those who were not prescribed 
aids had too low a residual visual acuity to achieve any worthwhile im-  
provement in vision. But some either failed to complete the examination 
schedule o r  were not able to respond to training and rejected the pres-  
cribed aid 
The relation of this "initial success ratio," i .  e .  48% of the total num- 
ber of patients, with visual acuity i s  given in Table 4 below. It shoulc be 
noted that the visual acuity measurements quoted relate to uncorrected 
distant vision acuity. They a r e  not therefore strictly comparable to visual 
acuity thresholds for severe visual impairment discussed in earl ier  sec- 
tions in this report. 
Table 4 
Uncorrected Distance Visual Acuity and Initial Success Rate 
No. of 
Visual Acuitx Patients 
Below 0. 0025 66 
0. 0025 - 0.0125 106 
0. 015 - 0. 025 298 
0. 0275 - 0. 0375 1 7 1  
0. 040 - 0.05 176 
0. 0667 - 0.  286 100 
No. of subject 
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Total 917 44 0 4 8 
In 1965, Krieger  began a follow-up study of the 440 patients who ap- 
peared t o  have had initial success  with visual a ids .  Patients were con- 
tacted by questionnaire, and a sample of 250 was established based on the 
f i r s t  t c  reply, such that equal numbers  of private and clinic patients occur-  
red in the sample Of the 250, 139 (o r  55%) indicated they were  "satisfied 
with the i r  a ids ,"  1 e .  they used them daily. This  resul t  is significant, but 
unfortunately it  i s  impossible to draw precise  inferences from Krieger '  s 
resu l t s  without making unjustified assumptions about the nature of tne 250 
sample. It may be noted that his objective was not so  much to p r o d x e  
success  s tat is t ics  a s  to  show how f a r  clinical procedures  affected success .  
At one l imit ,  we can assume that the 250 sample was totally representa-  
tive of the 440 who had initial  success;  in this  case,  the sustained success  
r a t e  over  the 917 ca se s  a s  a whole would be 55% of 480/0, i .  e .  26.3%. On 
the other hand, if we assume that a l l  the "satisfied" patients were suffi- 
ciently motivated to  respond to  the follow-up approach immediately, thus 
becoming included in the 250 sample,  the sustained success  r a t e  would 
only be 139/917, i .  e .  14.8%. Obviously, neither assumption i s  t rue  but 
something of the order  of 2070 might be a reasonable guess. 
The differential breakdown of visual acuity measurements  in the 250 
patient sample and the 139 of them who said that the aid prescr ibed met  
tl-!eir neecls , i s  shown in Table 5. 
Table 5 
An Analysis of 250 Recal l  Pat ients ,  by Distant Vision 
Recal l  of 250 ca se s  Meets needs 
Dis la i~ l  vision 
-- Number P e r  cent Number P e r  cent 
L i ~ h t  perception 
I-land movement 
Count fingers 
0. 0025 - 0. 0125 
0,  015 - 0. 025 
0.  0:2'75 - 0. 0375 
0. rJ-I - 0. 05 
0.0666 - 0.2857 
Total 
Krieger  emphasizes the difference in percentage of private and clinic 
patients who come within the category of satisfaction of need: 64% of the 
prjvate ca se s  were thus satisfied a s  compared with 46.4% of the clinic 
patients. "Success" could be measured more  precisely with the 82 pa- 
t ients (out of 250 in thls sample)  who returned for  reexamination in the 
reca l l  study. Three categories were established: 
1) "successful"--the aid was used with relative ease  almost daily 
for  more  than one hour 
2) "fair t ' - -almost  daily use  of the aid but for  l e s s  than one hour and 
with some difficulty 
3) "failuret1- -aids presented too many difficulty to be effective. 
Of the 82,700/0 were regarded a s  successful,  12% a s  fair  and 18% a s  fail- 
u r e .  It i s  difficult to  compare these percentages with the rat io of those 
whose questionnaire reply stated that "their aid met  their  need. " 
This brief summary of certain points which emerge in this  very ex- 
tensive t r i a l  leaves out of account major  a r ea s  of the analysis performed. 
F o r  example, Krieger compares the total 917 with the recal l  sample of 
250 and the "satisfiedt '  of 139 in t e r m s  of age groups, age of onset of eye 
condition, education, and pathology, contrasting in each case  clinic and 
private patients. He also gives some interesting data in  the relation of 
illumination requirements to the pathology. Kr i ege r ' s  conclusions em-  
brace the whole range of treatment of partially sighted patients with many 
different types of optical aids. The following seem points particularly 
relevant for  this study: 
a)  While the test  and examination routines a r e  relatively simple 
and require  only fifteen to twenty minutes more  than the t ime 
needed for  an ordinary examination and refraction, success de-  
pends on careful training and instruction in the use of the aid 
prescribed.  This factor was probably responsible for  the sig- 
nificant difference in sustained success  r a t e  between the clinic 
and the private patient groups. 
b) Population character is t ics  were not, on the whole, an indicator 
for  successful t reatment ,  although there was a tendency for the 
younger and more  educa.ted to respond bet ter .  
c) Visual acuity measurements  o r  the type of ocular pathology a r e  
not in themselves determining factors for  success.  More im-  
portant is the location and extent of the damage. 
T r i a l s  Using CCTV Systems 
Up to the present ,  the most detailed evaluation of patients' perfor- 
mance with CCTV aids is that reported by Genensky and h is  colleagues [lI] . 
The Randsight Tr ia l .  F r o m  one point of view this t r ia l  can be considered 
a s  an evaluation of the prototype equipment known a s  RANDSIGHT I ,  
equipped with an XY -platform (ear l ie r  Randsight developments had not 
included th is  important feature).  However, the resul ts  include a wealth 
of clinical and performance data, and hence a r e  valuable in linking such 
parameters  a s  remaining visual acuity pathology with actual performance-- 
a necessary datum point for this study. 
A total of eighty-one subjects for whom data was available were in- 
cluded in the t r i a l  population: this was not a random sample since it was 
composed of individuals who, hearing in various ways of the Randsight 
development work, came to the Rand Laboratories in Santa Monica (or  
were brought by relatives) in the hope that they could be helped. The 
main criterion for a subject 's inclusion in the test sample was that he not 
have had prior  exposure to a CCTV system. After relevant case history 
data were recorded, the subject 's best corrected visual acuity was mea- 
sured and he was then shown how to  operate the equipment. After about 
five minutes practice, the following measurements were made over a 
period of about 30 minutes: 
a )  Linear magnification of the print on the screen 
b) Prefer red  reading distance 
c) Reading speed. 
Afi.er this point, the subject was encouraged to  t ry  to  wri te  using the 
apparatus andtl~osewho wished to  do so ,  were rated in t e rms  of the legi- 
bility of their  handwriting, both to themselves and to others. Before 
summarising the resul ts  of the Randsight t r ia l ,  it may be opportune to 
comment briefly on the representativeness of the sample. In t e rms  of 
p:..thology, macular  degeneration predominated- -both with respect to  the 
posterior segment conditions, and to the sample a s  a whole--to almost 
the same  extent a s  in the Krieger sample. Table 6 shows that, in  t e rms  
of age, Genensky's sample compares with the estimate of the breakdown 
of the U S. partially sighted population given by Goldfish [7]. 
Table 6 
Comparison by Age Breakdown 
Genensky 
Over age 60 4670 
20 - 59 4 6% 
Goldish 
Over age 65 6470 
25 - 64 3270 
7 - 19 8% up to age 24 4% 
Genensky's sample i s ,  a s  would be expected from the way in which 
it was assembled, biased in favour of the younger and middle-aged groups 
who will be presumably more  motivated to seek amelioration of their dis-  
ability than the group over age 65 whose eye conditions may be associated 
with the general onset of senility. Genensky himself comments that the 
circumstances of selection probably produced highly motivated subjects 
who additionally had sufficient means to pay the costs  of transportation 
over (in some cases)  long distances. 
The resu l t s  of the t r i a l  were expressed in t e r m s  of reading and writ- 
ing ability grouped in three  classifications: successful ,  moderate, and 
unsuccessful. F o r  reading ability, these classifications were coded S, 
M, and U. The successful subjects were those who during the half-hour 
period of use  of the apparatus achieved reading speeds of 31 o r  more  words 
per minute. The moderate group included.those who could read between 
two and 30 words, and the unsuccessful subjects were those who could not 
read more  than two words per  minute. 
F o r  writing ability, th ree  groups were  established, coded s, m ,  and u. 
Successful subject had legible, well-spaced writing Those whose writing 
was badly spaced o r  not easily legible to others ,  were in the moderate group, 
and those who wrote poorly o r  not at a l l  were considered unsuccessful. 
Forty-five of the 81 subjects rated an  S for reading and 39 rated an s for 
writing; 67 rated ei ther  an S o r  M for  reading and 56 rated an s o r  m for 
writing. These scores--based on the subjects '  performance with the 
apparatus during the half hour period when measurements  were taken-- 
reflect only the lower portion of any learning curve which may be appli- 
cable. Genensky himself comments that a person whose reading ra te  is 
a s  low a s  20 words per  minute on f i rs t  introduction to CCTV can expect 
to double his  reading ra te  over t ime.  He himself has  a remaining visual 
acuity (in one eye only) of 0. 0267--well below the mean of h is  sample- - 
but can read  at a ra te  of 125 words p e r  minute. A detailed breakdown 
[13d of reading speed for  the sample a s  a whole is given in Table 7. 
In t e r m s  of visual acuity measurements ,  the subjects ranged from 
0 .4  to light preception. Forty-five of the subjects (over half) had acuities 
between 0. 2 and 0. 05; of the remainder ,  5 had visual acuities in excess 
of 0 .2 ,  and 31 had l e s s  than 0, 05. Thus, the experiment in fact covered 
a l l  par t s  of the range of the partially sighted population; we do not know 
how the sample compares with the partially sighted population a s  a whole 
in t e r m s  of visual acuity. It is of some importance, however, to indicate 
the degree of initial success in ability to read a s  compared with visual 
acuity in the sample. Although Table 8 does not appear in  the report by 
Genensky et a1 , i t  has been constructed from the i r  data. 
Table 7 
Reading Rates Achieved bv Subiects 
Reading Rate (wpm) 
0 to 2 
No. of Subjects 
14 
Tot a1 8 1 
(a) The subjects represented in this line of the table rated an M for 
reading, but the exact rate at which they'read could not be deter- 
mined. It ranged between 3 and 30 wpm. This was due to one 
of several causes: the subjects were either too nervous to per- 
form consistently, o r  they tired easily, o r  they showed marked 
signs of senility. 
Table 8 
Reading Ability Using CCTV 
Number of S S +  M 
Visual Acuity Subjects (n) S Yo n M n U %- 
0 . 4  - 0.  2  5  
- 1 0 . 2  - 0 . 1  2  0  1 84% 2 9 6% 1 
0.  1 - 0. 06 9  - 
0 . 0 7  - 0. 05 16 ", 52% 7 " 92% 1 
Note: 
F o r  two subjects (children) reading results were not scored. 
0. 05 - 0.  04 8 5 
4 
0. 04 - 0 . 0 3  2  1 
0 .  03  - 0.  025 5  2  
Table 8 indicates that while reading ability i s  not directly correlated 
to visual acuity, there i s  an approximate relationship between the two. 
In general, people with relatively high residual acuity scored better than 
those with little remaining residual visual acuity. In individual cases, 
many other factors affect a person's ability to read with the CCTV: the 
presence and location of scotomas, for example, a r e  important. An ex- 
amination of Genensky's data shows that 18 subjects had no scotomas and 
of these, 15 rated an S for reading, 2 an M, and 1 a U--a considerably 
higher success rate than the sample as  a whole. Of the 5 3  subjects who 
had scotomas, 28 rated an S, 16 an M, and 9 a U. (The presence o r  ab- 
sence of scotomas in the remaining 1 0  of the sample as  a whole was not 
definitely determined. ) A further factor in reading ability using CCTV 
was whether the subject, had, because of age o r  long existence of an in- 
hibiting eye condition, "lost" the habit of reading. 
It can be concluded that only within broad limits can visual acuity 
measurements be used as  an indicator of the likely performance of sub- 
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5 870 2 
unassessable + 
light perception + 
finger counting 4 2  
8  1 4 5  2  2  12  
jects with CCTV. It i s  interestin also to analyse the characteristics of 
the unsuccessful reading group [la. The results may be summarised a s  
follows: 
a)  With two exceptions, all unsuccessful subjects were in the very 
low visual acuity range around 0. 05 to 0.01 and light perception/ 
finger counting. Of the two exceptions, one had both cataracts 
and scotomas. 
b) All but one had scotomas. 
c) There seems to be no rea l  difference in the ocular pathology of 
the unsuccessful subjects compared with the sample a s  a whole 
except that six out of the twelve unsuccessful subjects had cat- 
aracts .  
There a r e  limits to the useful inferences which may be drawn from 
numerical manipulation of the data. The following cases,  if nothing else, 
establish that some individuals will perform unexpectedly: 
Best distance Reading rate in 
Sex and acuity in each eye words per 
Age Visual Disorder Right Left minute 
male diabetic retinopathy not assessable 60 
7 3 retinal circulation 
Bell' s palsy 
scotomas 
male cataracts (congenital) LP* 0. 015 
18 scotomas 
male * * glaucoma, cataracts n. a. 0.017 
8 2 scotomas 
female scarred retina 0.016 0.022 
38 
* ~ i ~ h t  Perception 
* * 
not assessable 
One young man (21 years old) with a recent war injury and scotomas-- 
.visual acuity in one eye of 0. 1 (unassessable in the other)--could read 
35 words per minute at a working distance of one inch and a twelve times 
linear magnification. 
The magnification requirements of the partially sighted population 
vary considerably. Table 9 shows the linear magnification choices of 
eighty-one subjects for reading and writing. 
Table 9 
Linear Magnification Required for Reading and Writing 
Number of Subjects Linear 
Magnification Reading Writing 
l x  to 2 112 x 7 32 
3x to 4 112 x 2 3 14 
5x to  6 112 x 13 7 
7x to 8 112 x 8 2 
9x to 10 112 x 14 - 
l l x  to 12 112 x 9 - 
13x to  14 112 x 2 - 
15x to 16 112 x 1 - 
17x to 18 112 x 1 
19x to 20 112 x - - 





Total 8 1 8 1 
While a substantial number of subjects (47) require  l x  to 6 1/2x magnifi- 
cation--within the range of most  head-worn optical aids o r  stand mag- 
nifiers--the wide spread of the magnifications required (up to  22 1j2x) 
i s  an indication of the flexibility of CCTV in meeting the sub jec t ' s  needs. 
Genensky draws specific attention to  the fact that,  of those subjects who 
chose to take part in the writing t e s t ,  nearly a l l  of them required l e s s  
magnification for writing than for  reading. 
Th; ;aidetlr- 
CCTV devices. 
Tes ts .  A further  t r i a l  has  been ca r r i ed  out by Blankenagel 
to investigate the reaction of partially sighted patients to  
The sample consisted of 45 patients who required magni- 
fications of more  than 8x--the authors consider that beyond 8x magnifi- 
cation purely optical a ids  a r e  impractical.  The requirement for magnifi- 
cation was based on preliminary t e s t s  using reading char t s  with large 
l e t t e r s  viewed at a distance of 25 c m  with standard illumination. Blwken- 
age1 and Jaeger  conclude that the ability to read such charts  is a fairly 
reliable indicator of whether the patient will be able to benefit f rom a CCTV 
aid. The whole examination and tes t  using CCTV took between one and a 
half and two hours  per  patient. Out of the 45, 31 were able to  read re la -  
tively quickly and without fatigue, while three were  able to  read  only with 
great difficulty, and eleven had no success.  Noting tha.t ten of the eleven 
failures had severe  ca ta rac ts ,  the authors suggest that patients with poste- 
r i o r  seg nent defects who also have ca ta rac ts ,  but who were not previously 
considered for cataracts  surgery ,  could in fact benefit f rom such surgery 
since with the aid of CCTV the i r  reading ability would be restored.  
It i s  possible from the resul ts  of this  t r i a l  t o  draw tentative conclu- 
sions on the types of eye condition for which CCTV i s  an effected prosthetic. 
Cases  of macular  degeneration predominated ( a s  in the other t r i a l s  dis-  
cussed above) and for  these,  patients without re f rac tory  mater ia l  defects 
were able t o  read  relatively quickly and easily The four persons with 
optic nerve atropy were  a l l  able t o  Learn t o  read  in  a short t ime.  Of the 
12 ca se s  of glaucoma, 8 were  able t o  read although they learned slowly 
and had difficulties; the four failures were  those whose condition was com- 
plicated by cataracts .  The difficulties experienced by the glaucoma pa- 
tients a r e  worthy of note: some of them tended t o  skip lines o r  words and 
they a l l  p re fe r red  negative contrast (i .  e .  white le t te rs  on black).  This  
result  suggests that such patients might have benefitted from the so-called 
"electronic window" with which some of the Genensky prototypes were  
equipped. This  device blanks out the sc reen  except for  the line of print 
being read.  
C o m ~ e r a t i v e  Tr ia l s  Usine CCTV and O ~ t i c a l  Aids 
The l i t e ra ture  so  f a r  examined i s ,  unfortunately, insufficient t o  enable 
a complete and definitive comparison of performance. Some of the ea r l i e r  
papers  on this subject described resu l t s  of using CCTV aids without an XY- 
platform which i s  essent ial  if satisfactory resul ts  in t e r m s  of reading speed 
:;re to  be obtained. 
Mehr,  F r o s t ,  and Apple have reported[2]on a s e r i e s  of t e s t s  (1973) 
on forty subjects in  which modern types of CCTV sys tems  were  compared 
with low vision optical a ids .  The subjects were chosen from veterans un- 
dergoing rehabilitation training at the Western Blind Rehabilitation Center  
in Pa lo  Alto, California. Also included in the test  group were some who 
had applied to  the Veterans Administration for the f r ee  loan of a CCTV 
system after  hearing about the device from other sources As  part of the 
normal  evaluation procedure of the Center ,  a l l  subjects had a low vision 
examination; their  vocational o r  recreat ional  need t o  per form tasks  such 
z u  r e a d ~ n g  and writing were  also established. Based on this  inquiries and 
examinations, the subjects were  divided into two groups: those recom- 
mended for  CCTV devices (28),  and those not recommended (12). 
The c r i t e r i a  for  inclusion in the group recommended for  CCTV were  
developed from the initial low vision examination and introduction to  the 
CCTV apparatus .  They included, although not rigorously, such require-  
n'ents a s  the ability to  operate the device easily, the need to wri te ,  and 
!he ability to  read  smal l  grint with the apparatus. In t e r m s  of reading speed 
and endurance, the criteria included the ability to read 30 words per mi- 
nite (or i f  better than 30 words per minute, to read 50% faster than with 
a comparable optical aid) and a similar criterion for reading duration. 
Visual acuity measurements, using special low vision techniques, ranged 
from 0. 5 to 0. 014 with a mean of 0. 07. There was no significant differ- 
ence in the mean visual acuity for the recommended and not recommended 
groups. All the subjects were legally blind males, with ages ranging from 
22 to 76 (median age 44). 
Apart from the initial introductory session, the tr ial  subjects were 
followed up continuously during their stay at the Center o r  visited at home 
i f  they were not resident. The results obtained both with optical aids and 
CCTV a r e  thus more applicable to the degree of success obtained after a 
considerable period of familiarisation and training than in the case of 
Genensky' s subjects. 
The published results s t r e s s  differences between the recommended and 
not recommended group. It i s  perhaps important to note that in allocating 
subjects between groups, individuals were only included in the recommended 
group i f  th.eir initial performance showed that cheaper, more portable op- 
tical aids were insufficient for their needs. All subjects in both groups 
showed: 
a) increased reading speeds with CCTV a s  compared with optical 
aids (up to 640/0), 
b) ability to read smaller print sizes with CCTV than with optical 
aids, 
c) ability to read longer with CCTV than with optical aids, 
d) writing ability with CCTV, while only 25 were able to write with 
optical aids, and 
e) use of magnifications higher with CCTV than with optical aids when 
these were prescribed. 
The authors report that it was not possible to obtain meaningful results 
from an attempt to analyse performance in terms of ocular pathology. 
In any case,  even i f  this analysis had been possible, the nature of the 
sample makes it be unlikely that the results could be generalised in terms 
of the partially sighted population a s  a whole. Apparently, no attempt was 
made to analyse the results in terms of visual acuity measurements But 
the mean values were 0.06 and 0.088 for the recommended and not-recom- 
mended groups respectively, indicating perhaps a slight, expected bias 
towards including the lower visual acuity patients in the CCTV group. In 
addition to the numerical material presented in the report, the authors also 
concluded that the choice between CCTV and optical aids must include a 
number of qualitative factors. These range from subjects' motivation 
and expressed needs to particular features of CCTV not possessed by op- 
t ical  a ids-  -e .  g. contrast reversa l ,  contrast enhancement, increased 
depth of focus, ability to  vary magnification, use of higher magnification 
without distortion. The authors point out that a s  a writing aid, CCTV 
proves considerably better than alternative optical aids. Thus, for  low 
vision subjects for  whom the ability to write continuously i s  important,  
this i s  a particularly important indicator for  i t s  prescription. 
CCTV Svstems in an O ~ e r a t i o n a l  Environment 
The preceding paragraphs summarized certain CCTV t r i a l  resul ts .  
Most of these t r ia l s  were car r ied  out under semi-clinical conditions. The 
questions now to be asked a r e  1) how far  a r e  these resul ts  substantiated 
in actual use  of the systems,  and 2 )  what effect do they have on the earn-  
ing capacity and general life style of the partially sighted persons using 
them? No formal  follow-up t r ia l s  repor t s  have been encountered in the 
l i terature,  but Blankenagel and Jaeger  [lq have surveyed in a general 
fashion the long t e r m  resul ts  achieved by a group of 41 patients of the 
Universitaetsaugenklinik Heidelberg who had used, at home o r  at their  
work, a. CCTV system for  six months to two years .  
Out of the 41 patients, 3 had, unfortunately, become totally blind arid 
could no longer use their  CCTV apparatus. The general reaction of the 
rem.aining patients was strongly positive: they used their  CCTTJ for read-  
ing between 4 to 6 hours daily, most of them without fatigue. Some, who 
had beer! using optical systems beforehand, were enthusiastic about the 
grea te r  flexibility and ease  with which they could now read.  None had 
rlifficulty operating the equipment, although some commented adversely 
on control positions on older models of the equipment. Those who had 
!2een formerly res t r ic ted toBra i l le  commented enthusiastically about the 
.levJ possibilities for  reading which the systems gave them. Half of the 
patients used their  CCTV for writing a s  well a s  reading although this  
mainly was confined to essent ial  t asks  such a s  correcting typewritten 
drafts;  use of a typewriter with the device proved unsatisfactory. 
Although the report  gives no detailed breakdown of use by professional 
groupc, Blankenagel specifically r e f e r s  to the use of CCTV sys tems for  
riorrnal office work, for students, and for  computer programmers.  Among 
the patients were two scientists who used their  equipment for two hours 
daily in consulting the l i terature in thejr  field and in preparation of r e -  
ports  and papers. I1 i s  interesting to note that the subjects reported no 
ar t icular  maintenance problems. 
F o r  the purposes of the full study, i t  will be necessary to establish 
jn more  precise detail what i s  the experience of actual operation and use 
and of the subjective value to u s e r s  of these devices. Since the l i terature 
is poor in this a r ea ,  i t  was decided, a s  part of this  feasibility study, to  
examine methods by which such information could be obtained. The two 
largest  manufacturers of CCTV systems in the USA were willing in prin- 
ciple to  collaborate in a questionnaire type approach to a sample of their  
clients.  Approaches were  also made to manufacturers in  the Netherlands, 
the German Federa l  Republic, and Switzerland. In the case  of the German 
manufacturer,  he considered that the questionnaire could elicit no further  
useful information other than that recorded by Blankenagel ( see  above). 
Questionnaires have been circulated by the Swiss manufaturers,  and initial 
response both from the USA and Switzerland indicates that u.sefu1 data can 
be obtained by this technique. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
Data Requirements 
Ln the cost-benefit analysis which i s  one of the a ims  of the study prop- 
e r ,  it will be necessary  t o  obtain fair ly  precise  answers  t o  such questions 
as: 
a)  the s ize  of the severely visually handicapped population, i .  e .  those 
who cannot perform normal  near-vision tasks  such a s  reading and 
writing with spectacles ,  but who a r e  not functionally blind; 
b) the proportion of that population for which optical a ids  a r e  bet ter  
than, o r  equal to ,  CCTV in restor ing ability to  perform near-vi- 
sion tasks;  
c) the proportion whose needs can only be met  by CCTV; and 
d) the proportion who cannot be assis ted to  read o r  write by optical 
o r  CCTV aids,  including unmotivated individuals. 
If the study i s  to  be useful in providing more  than general guidance to  
health c a r e  planners ,  i t  should a l so  seek t o  establish whether there  a r e  
specific indicators for  the sub-populations in  (b) ,  (c) ,  and (d) above. F o r  
example, is visual acuity an indicator, o r  a r e  par t icular  pathologies also 
a.n important factor? 
It will a l so  be important to  der ive an age distribution for  (b) and (c) ,  
if only t o  separa te  out the educational, economic, and purely social med- 
icine aspec ts .  Lastly, we should seek t o  determine what indicators exist 
f rom t r i a l  and follow-up resu l t s  which have a bearing on the relation of 
CCTV sys tems  design to r e a l  operational needs. 
The i ssues  for  discussion he re  centre  on the extent to  which the in- 
complete data so  f a r  examined show the feasibility of answering these 
questions by a full study, and how the sample data presented might be 
extended to fil l  gaps. In this respect ,  i t  has  already been shown that in- 
formation incidence of par t ia l  sight and on how the disability i s  defined 
has  been a rb i t ra r i ly  limited to  the UK and USA. A culturally and geo- 
graphically broader  data base will obviously be necessary  for  the full 
stuciy. 
The Definition of the Po~ula t ion :  Cr i te r ia  
As  shown in  Section I1 of the repor t ,  methods of defining the blind o r  
partially sighted population differ. The differences and the imperfections 
of the methods used make evaluation of the s ize  of the problem more  a 
mat te r  of comparing approximate est imates  based on different s tandards,  
than a comparison of exact measurements. Functional definitions--related 
to visual performance ra ther  than to clinical measurements  of remaining 
vision--have been suggested, not only to overcome the a rb i t ra ry  nature of 
combinations of visual acuity and visual field measurements  but also for 
social policy reasons. If partially sighted persons a r e  to be regarded a s  
a handicapped group deserving some kind of assis tance from the commu- 
nity--whether this be tax privileges, f ree o r  assis ted purchases of aids,  o r  
ear ly s tate  pension- - a  functional definition of who should benefit seerns a 
preferred instrument of social policy a s  it could be directly related to the 
degree of economic and social disablement. Certainly, however, any r e -  
definition- -especially if associated with more  accurate  population surveys--  
would result in an increase in the number of recognised cases  of blindness 
and part ial  sight: a function definition must be based on the ability to per -  
form visual tasks (e.  g .  reading, in the case of near  vision) and the num- 
bers  falling within such definitions a r e  severa l  t imes  the number falling 
within current  definitions of "legal blindness. " 
Depending on the policy adopted by individual health ca re  and social  
security administrations, redefinition could cost the community extra  mon- 
ey, but it could also result in  economic and social gains. This feasibility 
study cannot give precise numerical expression to the possible effects of 
redefinition but it has at least indicated the order  of magnitude of the prob- 
lem. If we replace the concept of "blindness;' a s  for example in the US 
definition of legal blindness, by a functional definition related to severe  
economic o r  social handicap, we a r e  likely to find that the affected popu- 
lation i s  increased by a factor of about four. 
In handling data about blindness and severe  visual impairment, mea-  
surements-  -however inadequate o r  inexact- -of visual acuity a r e  important 
for  the needs of the full study since a )  such measurements appear in a l l  
current  definitions so  fa r  examined and b) most t r i a l  records  bear visual 
acuity numbers. In this feasibility study it has therefore been necessary 
to t r y  to define the boundaries of severe  visual impairment. A comparison 
of the recommended WHO standards with the conclusions of Genensky and 
Goldish ( a s  has been done in Table XI, Section 11), shows a reasonable mea- 
su re  of --reement that the upper limit of what WHO defines a s  "part ial  
impairment1'  is what equates, at a level  of 0. 3 visual acuity, with the upper 
boundary of what Goldish cal ls  "severe  visual impairment." The same  
figure is quoted, with reservat ions,  by Genensky a s  the upper threshold 
of the "functionally visually impaired. It should be noted that field r e -  
strictions a r e  not specifically taken into account in  these visual acuity 
thresholds. 
There is also agreement upon what constitutes the lower threshold 
of severe  visual impairment, where i t  merges into virtual o r  absolute 
blindness. The WHO recommended standards suggest a lower limit of 
around 0. 02 and Goldish suggests that i t  l i es  somewhere between 0. 025 
and light perception. It should be noted, however, that both the Genensky 
and Kr ieger  t r i a l s  included subjects of acuities below 0. 02, some of whom 
were  successful with ei ther  CCTV o r  optical a ids .  
In regulatory o r l ega l  definitions there  is no correspondence between 
regulatory thresholds and those recommended by WHO o r  suggested by 
Genensky and Goldish. The USA definition of legal blindness at 0 . 1  ob- 
viously includes some partially sighted (severe visually impaired) persons.  
But the UK bandwidth of admission to  the UK Part ia l ly  Sighted Register  
(between 0. 05 and 0. 1)--except for  determining whether children require  
special schooling--is itself within the definition of US legal blindness. 
Size and Structure of the Severely Visually Impaired Population 
On the functional basis  suggested in  the previous paragraphs,  the data 
indicate that 0. 7770, i .  e .  8 per  thousand, of the population of an industri-  
alised country such a s  the USA have severe  visual impairments .  Until 
this  data is extended to other countries,  this  statement must remain a 
working hypothesis. 
Pa r t i a l  sightedness is to a la rge  extent an age-dependent condition. 
One U7S4 est imate indicates that 6470 of persons with severe  visual impai r -  
ment ai-e over  65 yea r s  old, 32%-are between 25 and 64, and 470 a r e  be 
tween 1 and 25 years .  The UK stat is t ics  ( see  Table 3, Section 111), while 
folIowing the t rend indicated by the US est imates  for  those over  age 65, 
show a r eve r sa l  in  the two lower age groups (2370 and 14% respectively).  
F o r  tlie reasons  discussed in  Section I n ,  i t  is difficult t o  know to what 
extent the  s tat is t ics  by age groups in the UK sample a r e  biased by the 
way in  which they a r e  collected. F r o m  an inspection of the data,  
however, it would s eem that the incidence in the infant group is likely 
to  be severely under-reported compared with children aged between 5 
and 10 yea r s .  The data for  the middle-age groups is also suspect,  
since they actually show a substantial decrease  in some age groups 
compared with the next junior group, a tendency that s eems  hardly 
likely in view of the generally i r revers ib le  nature of most  of the eye 
conditions concerned, except cataract .  
Moreover ,  insufficient information on the basis  for  the age 
breakdown of the US stat is t ics  is available f rom Ref. 7 to  analyse 
it  in detail .  F o r  a future costlbenefit  analysis,  we will need a finer 
si;ructure for  the severely visually handicapped population by age; 
a more  detailed breakdown is also required to verify the relation of t r i a l  
samples in certain age groups to the overall  population. Turning now to 
the t r i a l s  reported in Section V, we find that in the Krieger sample,  2070 
of the subjects were 5 to 25 years  old, 3870 were aged 30 to 59  years ,  and 
4270 were 6 0  years  o r  older.  In Genensky's sample,80/0 were between 7 
and 14 years ,  4670 between 2 0  and 6 0 ,  and 4670 over 6 0  yea r s .  The Blanken- 
age1 and Jaeger  sample of 5 0  patients was ranged a s  follows: 1470 were un- 
der  25 years  old, 5070 were 26 to 64  years  old, and 3670 were 65 years  old 
o r  older .  
There is a clear  disparity between the t r i a l  populations and the 
one estimate we have for the age breakdown of the severely visually 
impaired population a s  a whole. No generalised conclusions can be 
inferred,  however, until the lat ter  estimate has been analysed in 
detail and cross-checked with s tat is t ics  for  other countries. It is 
possible to infer that any t r i a l  will be likely to involve more  subjects 
with a higher motivation to  seek low vision aids than a general c ros s  
section of the severely visually impaired. A t r i a l  population thus i s  
likely to  include a smal le r  proportion of elderly persons who accept 
their  partial sight a s  an invitable consequence of growing old. This 
might partially explain why the t r i a l  samples tend to have reversed 
proportions of elderly and middle-aged groups compared with the 
whole population estimate. It i s  interesting to note, however, that 
the percentages of subjects in t r i a l  samples by ages--ignoring the 
group over 75 years  old- - a r e  not inconsistent with the recalculated 
percentages in the Golish est imates of the total severely visually 
impaired population. 
Relative Effectiveness of Types of Aid 
A casual inspection of the t r i a l  resul ts  reported in Section V of 
this  report--without reference to the differences o r  s imilar i t ies  of 
the samples of subjects--suggests the following broad conclusions: 
1) F o r  optical a ids ,  4870 of a population of 917 severely 
visually impaired patients were  initially helped by the 
provision of aids. However, a f te r  use  of the aids for  
a minimum period of six months, only 20% of the t r i a l  
subjects found that the part icular  aid prescribed "met 
the i r  needs. I' 
2) F o r  the Genensky sample of 81 low vision subjects initially 
exposed to  CCTV sys tems for  a half hour period, 83% 
were able to  read in some fashion with the aid of the 
prototype RANDSIGHT system and 56% read over  30 
words per  minute. About 69% were able to  wri te  
more  o r  l e s s  legibly, on f i r s t  exposure to  the system. 
In the Blankenagel and Jaeger t r i a l  of 45 patients, selected 
by reference to the degree of magnification required,  7170 
were able to  read with CCTV on f i rs t  initiation. In a 
follow-up study Blankenagel reported that a l l  of the subjects 
(after a minimum of six months' use of the system) found 
that i t  met their  needs (except for  three patients whose 
condition had worsened to total  blindness). 
3) In the test  of 40 subjects exposed to both optical and CCTV 
aids by Mehr et a l .  , a l l  subjects showed bet ter  reading 
performance with CCTV (reading speed and duration), 
and while a l l  were able to  write with CCTV, only 25 of 
the 40 were able to  do s o  with optical aids. 
This  incomplete and highly compressed comparison of the t r i a l  resul ts  
examined should not be interpreted a s  indicating that for  a l l  low vision 
subjects in  a l l  circumstances CCTV i s  the superior  prosthetic. It does 
seem fair  to conclude that a CCTV system i s  generally more  likely to 
pr-oduce markedly bet ter  performance in reading, and especially in 
writing, than an optical aid. 
Visual Acuitv a s  an Indicator 
F o r  a more  complete comparison we must look for  possible determining 
'actors which could indicate what type of aid might be prescribed in 
individual cases .  The obvious starting point is whether measurements  
cf remaining vision a r e  such an indication. Kr ieger ,  Genensky, and 
Blankenagel give breakdowns of their  samples by visual acuity. Mehr 
et a l .  indicate the spread of visual acuity measurements  of their 
snbjects,  but do not give any details: however, they s tate  that there was 
no significant difference in mean visual acuity between the parts  of their  
sample recommended for  CCTV and optical aids respectively. One 
cannot compare directly the Krieger  and Genensky resu l t s ,  since the 
fo rmer  a r e  expressed in t e r m s  of uncorrected distant visual acuity and 
the ia l te r  a s  the best corrected visual acuity in  the better eye. In Table 
10, constructed f rom the data given in [loland [lq, the two s e r i e s  of 
resul ts  a r e  contrasted; the Genensky se r i e s  has ,  s o  f a r  a s  possible, 
been aggregated in  the same groups of visual acuities a s  those of Kr ieger .  
Table  10 
Visual  Acuity a s  a Success  Indicator fo r  Low Vision Aids 
A. Optical Aids (Krieger)  
Distant Visual Acuity Total  in  Init ial  Success  % a 
(Uncorrected) whole sample (Aids prescr ibed)  - 
l e s s  than 0. 015 172 49 2870 
B. CCTV (Genensky) 
Distant Visual Acuity Total  in  Init ial  Success  
(best  corrected)  whole sample  (Nos. able  to  r e a d  70 
during 1/2 hour t es t )  - 
l e s s  than 0. 01 four  casesb  
Notes: 
a)  The success  of the Krieger  sample i s  measured by the percentage 
of the sample t o  whom aids were  prescr ibed.  If one uses  the su s -  
tained success  ratio, i .  e ,  those in the reca l l  sample who had used 
aids successfully for a period of six months o r  more ,  the overall  
success  rat io  in the original sample is reduced to about 2070. 
b) These four ca se s  consisted of two within this  visual acuity band 
and two whose visual acuities were  unassessable .  Although the 
la t te r  two scored successes  in reading, i t  is not reasonable to  
allocate a success  rat io  to  this bracket of visual acuity, owing to 
the smal l  s ize of the sample and i t s  ambiguity. 
c) One subject in each of these groups was a child who apparently 
had never been taught to  read print.  
Visual acuity, whether uncorrected o r  best corrected,  is clear ly not 
a reliable o r  precise  indication for "success" with ei ther  optical o r  CCTV 
aids.  There  i s ,  however, a rough indication that the chance of success  
begins t o  be appreciable at a lower level of visual acuity with CCTV than 
with optical aids: while the success  percentages for  the lowest range 
(0 .  015 - 0. 025) do not differ much between optical (5170) and CCTV aids 
(58701, the la t te r  i s ,  however, based on a very smal l  sample (8 cases  in 
al l ) .  
It might be supposed that had uncorrected visual  acuity measurements  
been used for  the CCTV sample,  these ca se s  would have been moved to the 
group below 0. 015; and, therefore ,  they should more  properly be compared 
with those with a success  rat io  of 28% in Section A of the table.  Little can 
be inferred from the fact that success  rat ios  r i s e  more  steeply with increas-  
ing visual acuity in the CCTV sample than in the  optical aids sample,  other 
than that over  the t r i a l  populations a s  a whole, the probability of success  
with CCTV is likely to be grea te r  than with optical a ids .  It is interesting 
to speculate that i f  1)  totally compatible data for  CCTV and optical aid t r i -  
a l s  existed for an adequate number of c a se s  in each visual acuity group, 
and i f  2) these data were  rigorously analysed, whether significant differ- 
ences in the relat ive success  rat ios  between groups a s  compared with the 
overal l  success  ratio of each type of aid could be found*. On the evidence 
available, however, the r ea l  meaning of such a difference, i f  found, would 
be questionable. Al l  the authors cited in Section V conclude that actual 
visual performance depends not s o  much on the extent of the visual damage 
(which might be thought to cor re la te  approximately with visual acuity if a 
single standard of measurement  were adopted), but on the location and na- 
t u r e  of the damage 
* ~ e h r  et al.found no significant difference of visual acuities between 
the recommended and not recommended groups of the i r  smal l  sample,  but 
since the two groups were  chosen, in par t ,  by performe.nce c r i t e r i a ,  it is 
difficult t o  general ise  f rom this  resul t .  
Magnification Requirements 
Another possible indicator might be the linear magnification required 
for  a particular visual loss .  It has been suggested by Blankenagel and 
Jaeger  a s  an appropriate empirical measurement which they used in de- 
fining their  t r i a l  population for CCTV (more than 6 - 8x). While they do 
not discuss the subject, l inear  magnification requirements in their view 
appear to define a practical lower threshold for CCTV, and therefore 
(presumably) an approximate upper threshold for optical aids.  Genensky 
et al. also measured linear magnification used by their subjects; the r e -  
sults appear i n  Table 9 ,  Section V. This shows that about half of the sub- 
jects used (for reading) l inear  magnifications below the arb i t ra ry  threshold 
of Blankenagel and Jaeger. There exists,  however, substantial agree-  
ment between the two se ts  of t r i a l  resul ts  in the percentage of subjects 
scoring initial success.  If l inear  magnification of 6 - 8x alone was an 
adequate threshold indicator for prescribing an optical aid rather  than a 
CCTV system, one would expect--given the large number of Genensky's 
subjects using reading magnifications below this a rb i t ra ry  threshold--the 
Genensky success ratios to be much above those of Blankenagel and Jaeger.  
Nevertheless, for efficient operation with an optical aid, i t  i s  perfectly 
possible to  imagine that an upper limit of magnification i s  a r ea l  threshold. 
Large magnifications a r e  associated with smal l  fields of view for normal- 
sized lenses,  and reading speeds and duration a r e  limited by restriction 
of the field of view to  a single word o r  part of a word. Scanning, whether 
by precise head movements o r  by hand movement of the lens mounting, 
becomes more difficult and fatiguing a s  magnification requirements in- 
c rease  and useful field of view diminishes. A large plate lens of the F r e s -  
nel type can provide a la rger  undistored field of view than other types. but 
this,  too, has operational limitations. Tr ia l  data to establish the opera- 
tional thresholds in linear magnification by measurements of reading speed 
and duration have not so fa r  been encountered in this study. 
Functional and Ergonomic Indicators 
F r o m  an empirical point of view, i t  i s  not surprising that physical 
measurements  such a s  visual acuity o r  required magnification which a r e  
only indirect measurements of remaining vision, do not appear to be 
suitable indicators for low vision aids. An aid must not only res tore  vi- 
sion; i t  must res tore  useful vision if it i s  to be functionally effective. 
How "useful , I 1  a s  to be defined in this context, depends on the individual's 
expressed o r  implied needs. How effectively an aid meets  these needs 
depends in part on quantities which may be adequately represented by 
physical measurements .  But "needs" vary widely, and the extent to which 
an aid will in  pract ice  "meet needs" depends a l so  on the motivation of the 
subject and other  psychological factors .  
To i l lustrate  the possible decisive role  of such factors ,  let  us  con- 
s ider  two persons with the upper l imi t s  of s e ve re  visual  impairment ,  i. e .  
with visual acuities between 0. 1 and 0. 2. The f i r s t  is an elder ly ,  finan- 
cially s ecu re  re t i red  person,  accustomed t o  h i s  disabili ty,  whose cultural 
and social  needs a r e  met by talking books, by the radio,  and by having 
someone read  from the newspaper each day. His m o r e  personal  reading 
needs might be a regular  check on h i s  bank s ta tements ,  and the use of h i s  
personal  l i s t  of telephone numbers .  His needs could there fore  probably 
be met with a low power (2 - 3x) hand-held illuminated magnifier.  
The second person is a middle-aged man,  with identical pathology 
and the s a m e  visual acuity who needs to  work at  a n  occupation which is 
dependent on reading o r  writing for continuous periods. Although, by 
physical measurement  s tandards,  he could read with the s a m e  hand-held 
magnifier our  f i r s t  subject would u se ,  such an aid is almost  use less  to  
him.  The slow speed required t o  scan a paper  using such a device and 
the fatigue resulting f rom a bent-over posture  at a fixed distance f rom the 
paper  being r ead ,  would effectively inhibit his  ability to  work. In o rde r  
to  operate  in  h i s  work environment, he needs a CCTV, but could a l so  u se .  
l e s s  effectively and with m o r e  fatigue, a manoeuvreable illuminated stand 
magnif ier ,  ideally with a F r e s n e l  lens .  But while both devices a r e  t r a n s -  
nortable,  both a r e  non-portable: this  person therefore  will a l so  need a 
smal l ,  hand-held illuminated rnagnifier if h e  is to  be independent of o thers '  
vision outside h i s  workplace (e .  g for  reference to  telephone l i s t s ,  railway 
t imetables)  
F r o m  the point of view of writing need, the indications, par t icular ly  
f rom Mehr et  a l .  , a r e  that CCTV resu l t s  in  so  much grea te r  facility for  
substantial  writing at length that i t s  use  is indicated at  a ra ther  higher 
threshold of remaining vision than for  reading alone (All 40 of M e h r ' s  
subjects w e re  able t o  wri te  with CCTV, while only 25 were  able to  wri te  
with the optical aid recommended. ) The s a me  t r i a l  indicates a quantita- 
t ive difference in  reading performance with CCTV and with optical a ids  
(types not stated):  a l l  subjects were  able to  read  for  longer per iods and 
up t o  64% f a s t e r  with CCTV. The subjects  recommended for CCTV could 
read  for  an average duration of 1 4 . 8  minutes wi-th optical a ids  and 48. 3 
minutes with CCTV, but for  the non-recommended group the increase  in 
duration was l e s s  marked (19 minutes a s  compared with 35 minutes for  
CCTV) 
Certain technical features  of CCTV sys tems  a r e  probably an impor-  
tant factor  in  reading and writing performance Examples  a r e  the need 
for  contrast reversa l  (expressed by 30 - 5070 of subjects in  CCTV t r ia l s )  
and the possibility of electronically blanking out a l l  but a selected portion 
of the sc reen  (Blankenagel and J aege r  report  the difficulty encountered by 
some glaucoma patients in  focusing attention on one line).  Probably, how- 
eve r ,  the most important single factor contributing to  increased reading 
speed and duration and to grea te r  facility in writing i s  the flexibility of 
CCTV in operation a s  compared with optical a ids .  
A major  advantage i s  that the choice of working distance, and there-  
fore  of posture i s  at the u s e r ' s  discretion, ra ther  than a function of the 
focal length of the lens system used. (Since the monitor sc reen  may be 
moved, even those subjects who need a very  short working distance may 
adapt the sc reen  to  their  comfort. ) The ability to  enhance contrast i s  
undoubtedly an important advantage of CCTV over  optical a ids ,  even those 
with sophisticated built-in illumination. (In the l i terature s o  fa r  examined, 
however, t he r e  i s  almost no quantitative data on the relation of contrast to 
visual performance for the various eye conditions causing partial sight. ) 
While particular eye pathologies a r e  not likely t o  be indicators for 
particular types of prosthetics,  two striking points f rom the t r i a l  resu l t s  
discussed in this  report should be mentioned here .  F i r s t ,  a comparison 
of the Blankenagel and Jaeger  cases  who initially failed with CCTV shows 
that a l l  these patients had multiple pathologies, with cataracts  a s  the com- 
mon factor .  If these cases  a r e  compared with others  of s imular  age and 
visual acuities having the s ame  pathology uncomplicated by ca ta rac t s ,  who 
succeeded with CCTV, it might be inferred that cataract  surgery  together 
with a CCTV prosthetic might r e s to r e  useful vision to  a substantial pro-  
portion of the aged severely visually impaired population. The average 
age of fai lures  with cataract  complications was sixty-five yea r s ,  but t h r ee  
ca se s  included were  in young o r  middle age groups. Secondly, the presence 
o r  absence of scotomas s eems  to  be a determining factor in initial  success  
with CCTV (al l  but one of Genensky's reading fai lures  had scotomas) .  
The Overall  Reauirement for  CCTV 
Lilce any other form of t reatment  o r  prosthetic,  CCTV sys tems  could 
not be prescr ibed on an "off the shelf" basis ,  without taking into account 
the charac te r i s t ics  of individual patients, a s  interpreted by the skilled 
judgment of the low vision specialist .  We must s ee ,  however, how far  i t  
i s  possible to  answer the question posed ea r l i e r  in  this  section in the ge- 
ne ra l  level of the requirement.  F o r  the present purpose, the question 
of relative cost i s  t o  be ignored, i .  e .  that every severely visually handi- 
capped person i s  enabled t o  receive the prosthetic which yields the greatest  
benefit in t e r m s  of increased near  vision performance. This assumption 
should however be qualified by a caveat: no one i s  likely to be prescribed 
an aid which he cannot use ,  nor  will a complicated and expensive aid be 
prescribed when an individual's needs can be met by a s impler ,  cheaper 
one. Since the a im i s  to establish a target ,  rather  than to make predic- 
tion, we need not, at this stage, discuss whether o r  how these assump- 
tions could be validated in operational o r  financial t e r m s .  
All the t r ia l s  discussed throw some light on the question of numbers 
of CCTV aids versus  optical a ids ,  but none provides a conclusive answer. 
The Mehr et a l .  resul ts  to  some extent take into account relative need, 
based on clinical judgment, and show that for  this sample 28 were recom- 
mended for  CCTV and 12 for optical a ids ,  i .  e .  70% and 30% respectively. 
We do not know, for example, the relation between the age s tructure of 
this sample and the age s tructure of the severely visually impaired po- 
pulation a s  a whole; nor  can we guess a t  the representativeness of the 
"needs" estimation which played an important part in  this resul t .  F r o m  
Kr i ege r ' s  resu l t s ,  we can say that to the extent that his  large sample of 
917 is a c ros s  section of the severely visually impaired population, some 
207'0 (interpolated from possible l imits  of 147'0 and 26%) were supplied with 
optical a ids  which they said met the i r  needs, af ter  a minimum period of 
use of s ix months. One could perhaps conjecture that had CCTV been 
available, needs might have been met by about 80% of those requiring near  
vision aids (the approximate success rat ios  from Genensky et a l .  and from 
Blankenagel and Jaeger ) .  This 80% would contain the 20% who succeeded 
with optical a ids .  Thus, while NIehr shows a three  to one ratio in favour 
of CCTV, the other t r i a l  resul ts  combined might indicate a four to one 
rat io.  While this is a pleasing coincidence, i t  i s  probably no more  than 
that: the samples (other than Kr ieger ' s )  a r e  too small .  Moreover, the i r  
divergence from the single est imate of the age breakdown which has been 
used in this  feasibility study is so  marked in the group over sixty-five that 
l i t t le confidence should be placed in such a simple calculation of relative 
requirements .  The gaps in the data required for a more  sophisticated 
calculation may be summarised a s  follows: 
1) We have no fine s t ruc ture  for  age in the est imate of the severely 
visually impaired population. By reference to the original d ~ t a  
such a fine s tructure could probably be inferred.  This would en- 
able t r i a l  samples to be adjusted to the age distribution of the 
overal l  population itself.  
2) The t r i a l  samples a r e  small ,  particularly in the upper and lower 
age groups. However, we do not need extensive clinical data to  
a s s e s s  success o r  failure and the degree to which nceds a r e  met ,  
but ra ther  we need field data on aids actually in use. Consequently, 
t he re ' i s  a prospect that,  for CCTV, the necessary extension of the 
data could be obtained by survey methods which a r e  likely to be 
feasible in  principle, and fo r  which practical arrangements  could 
be made. 
3) It i s  clear that not enough information on needs has yet been gath- 
ered. To some extent, needs may be inferred from occupations 
for which Goldish gives data[7]. This question, which may be 
crucial in the full study, i s  discussed below. 
Feasibility of Structuring "Need" 
There i s  clearly a differential structure of need for functional near 
vision between age groups, occupations, and socio- economic circumstances. 
At the lower age of the age scale, the need of severely visually impaired 
children and young people of college age i s  of major social and economic 
importance. Muck has been written about the special educational problems 
of blind and partially sighted children, but this whole field has been left 
aside for  subsequent study: the resources of the feasibility study did not 
permit a review of this area .  However, the literature includes tr ials  
using CCTV a s  an educational tool, particularly in special classroom sys- 
tems combining a number of different features to permit selection of the 
most useful systems design characteristics. In terms of absolute "need," 
one important aspect must be studied: the necessity of teaching children 
to use their remaining vision whenever possible, rather than to resort 
to non-visual methods The training of visual memory i s  apparently of 
great importance, and i ts  absence may affect subsequent development. 
While this feasibility study has no conclusions to offer on evaluation of 
need for optical aids or  CCTV for school and college age groups, the l i-  
terature i s  extensive and the data plentiful. 
F o r  workingage adults, an approximate need estimation from existing 
data seems possible once a firm basis for the numbers of severely visually 
impaired persons in this category can be established Goldish gives occu- 
pational data [7] and recourse to the original survey data he uses in this 
respect should provide an adequate breakdown. 
The main problem in establishing need lies in the retired (over sixty- 
five years) adult group, since the indicators a r e  that the majority of se -  
verely visually impaired persons fall into this category. This needs to 
be checked by reference to national samples, but it will clearly be nec- 
essary  in the full study to analyse the rea l  near vision requirements of 
the elderly. The problem of motivation to read and write i s  probably 
most important in this age group. In the tr ial  results so far examined, 
the apparent lack of motivation to use remaining vision to the best effect 
has been noted in some of elderly subjects. The general literature on 
elderly persons with severe visual handicaps may provide valuable clues 
to establish a need pattern in this group. 
One would expect that more  extensive field data on CCTV systems 
in actual u se  would provide information on what kind of elderly o r  re t i red  
people use such devices. It i s  unlikely, however, that great precision in 
establishing "need" in a quantitative sense could be expected. However, 
there  is much experience of this problem in low-vision clinics and other 
institutions concerned with welfare of elderly handicapped persons,  and 
aggregations of this experience should provide a general f rame of re fer -  
ence for the problem. In any case ,  a costlbenefit analysis in  respect of 
the re t i red  population cannot be rigorous a s  it  is unrealistic to suppose 
that social benefits could be exactly quantified. The s tructure of the anal- 
ys i s  of the use of low-vision aids will therefore be more  descriptive than 
i~umer i ca l  . 
However, a quantification of benefit could perhaps be attempted in 
t e r m s  of the notion of dependency. A severely visually handicapped indi- 
vidual, particularly an older person, may need the services of someone 
e l se  to replace his  lack of nea r  vision. The notional costs of providing 
this  (either f rom community o r  family sources)  might be calculated. 
The elderly person may,  in  any case ,  require  such services because of 
his  general infirmity, whether o r  not this  is associated with severe visual 
impairment. The provision of visual aids could thus postpone the onset 
of dependency when the individual is severely visually impaired,  but other- 
wise able to  look af ter  himself. 
Means of Associating Data on Need and Other Fac tors  
Let u s  assume that we can collect sufficient data to describe "need" 
with some degree of precision in the young and middle age groups, l e s s  s o  
in the re t i red  group. Remembering that in this context "need" is need for  
functional near  vision, ra ther  than need for a particular aid,  i t s  descrip- 
tion might take the following form: 
High Need--Need to  read  and write for continuous periods approaching 
the performance of the normally sighted; 
Moderate Need--Need to  read for short periods o r  at slow speeds,  and 
occasional heed to write short l e t te rs ,  notes; 
Low Need--Only occasional need to read short i t ems  (e .  g. telephone 
numbers,  names ,  the calendar).  
Obviously, the division into three groups i s  purely a rb i t ra ry ,  but it  would 
seem to fit what can be inferred about need s o  fa r .  Need is clearly re la t -  
ed to occupation and age and may also,  in  a practical sense ,  embrace mo- 
tivation. Residual visual ability is, however, a totally independent variable 
affecting the choice of prosthetics.  While only approximately following vi- 
sual  acuity values, the t r i a l  resul ts  discussed suggest that visual perfor-  
mance with low vision aids could be approximately but adequately des- 
cribed by three  groups whose boundaries roughly correspond to  visual 
acuity a s  follows: 
High Remaining Vision- -best corrected visual acuity of better than 
0. 2: upper limit not precisely defined, but about 0. 3 o r  slightly 
better;  
Moderate Remaining Vision--best corrected visual acuity between 
0. 2 and 0. 025; 
Low Remaining Vision--best corrected visual acuity from 0. 025 to  
0. 01, o r  lower, shading into the grey a r e a  where virtual blindness 
begins. 
We have information on the relative incidence of low, medium, and 
high residual vision in the t r i a l  samples.  These should be corrected to 
the distribution in terrns of the whole population if data to  be calculated in 
the full study permit.  By combining "remaining vision" and "need" into 
a 3 x 3 matrix we could thus provide an initial framework for arithmetical 
analysis of the overall  requirement. Totals in  the "need" columns could 
probably be assessed  from occupational s tat is t ics ,  but l e s s  precisely and 
with much grea te r  uncertainty where the needs of the persons over age 
sixty-five a r e  concerned. 
Information from the feasibility study i s ,  however, a lready sufficient 
to  f i l l  in  some of the positions of the matr ix without ambiguity: 
N E E D 
Remaining Vision Low Medium High 
Low CCTV CCTV 
Medium CCTV 
High optical optical 
The positions remaining blank a r e  for  the moment ambiguous a s  they 
would have to be filled by an intuitive estimation of the likely proportions 
of CCTV and optical aids in each. F o r  example, one could estimate that 
the high need position would perhaps be occupied 75% by optical and 2570 
by CCTV aids. More precision could, however, be given a s  the need est i -  
mation become more  precise with the additional data anticipated in  the full 
study. To complete the matr ix,  and to calculate the numbers of aids allo- 
cated in each position, success ra tes  could be introduced. Obviously this  
will be more  important in  the low and medium vision groups than in the 
high. But an application of possible success r a t e s  in the positions which 
contain a mixture of aids may also help to determine the most probable 
mix of aids in these positions. 
VII. PLANS FOR A FULL STUDY 
The method sketched out i n  Section VI of combining the data is a ten- 
tative suggestion which seems  feasible a s  a starting point in a full study. 
In this section the various requirements for the full study which have 
emerged from the discussion in Section VI a r e  summarised.  They con- 
s i s t  on the following broad a r eas .  
Statistical and Cultural Basis 
The f i rs t  priority is to collect additional s tat is t ical  information on the 
incidence of partial sight and on the s tructure of the partially sighted po- 
pulation in countries other than the USA and the UK. The main purpose 
is to provide a broader  base for estimating the incidence pe r  thousand in 
developed countries.  The original US statistical data, which formed the 
basis  for  discussion in this report ,  will be studied in depth in order  to 
determine the fine s tructure in t e rms  of age and occupation. Comparison 
should be made, to the extent possible, with s imi la r  breakdowns for  other 
countries.  This is required not only to estimate more  completely the mag- 
nitude of the problem facing health service planners in respect  of the parti-  
ally sighted/severely visually impaired/blind population, but also to make 
possible a more  precise evaluation of need for  functional vision this  popula- 
tion. Additionally, fur ther  information will be sought to establish a linkage 
between visual function and measurements of remaining vision; there is on- 
going r e sea rch  in this a r ea .  
Tr ia l s  Data 
While the four t r ia l s  discussed have yielded much useful information, 
this needs to be supplemented particularly with field data relating to day- 
to-day performance with CCTV--if possible by occupation, age, and visual 
ability. There a r e  several  possible sources for such additional data, in- 
cluding sampling of existing CCTV users :  possibilities for  this exist for  
sys tems in use  o r  under u s e r  t r i a l  in the USA, Switzerland, and Sweden. 
Ideally, i f  a clinical group could be motivated to ca r ry  out a randomized 
control t r ia l ,  this would provide much needed basic data. Up to the present,  
no group planning such an activity has been identified. 
The present limited study has not established positively that evalua- 
tion of CCTV systems has been undertaken in other countries,  particularly 
the socialist  countries.  There a r e ,  however, centres  of research  activity 
in, for  example, the GDR and in the USSR. It will be essent ial  to include 
information on clinical o r  operational data on the effectiveness of visual 
aids from these centres  
Data on Educational Aspects 
Educational aspects have not been covered in the feasibility study, but 
it will be necessary to research  this a r e a  fully in the study proper. A large 
body of data on the subject exists ,  including t r i a l s  of special CCTV systems 
in an educational environment. 
Estimation of Need for  Effective Near-Vision Performance 
This has been shown to be an important a r e a  on which more  data i s  
required for a full study. The problem is particularly difficult in the case 
of the aged persons with severe visual handicaps, since these appear to 
constitute a majority of the severely visually impaired population If the 
data f rom studies of partial sight prove inadequate, there  i s  case  study 
information on the requirements of the over  sixty-five population group 
a s  a whole, particularly from the sociological point of view. This could 
provide a basis for estimating need for  near-vision performance, by com- 
parison with reading and writing needs for the "normal" population in this 
age group  additional!^, the postponement of dependency on others  could 
be used a s  a means of quantifying the benefits to  visually handicapped el- 
derly persons. 
Design Fac tors  in CCTV Systems 
'This has  not been explicitly discussed in this repor t ,  but i s  implicit 
in much of the inferences derived from the t r ia l  resul ts .  In general,  the 
problem i s  the design of CCTV systems in relation to the width of the spec-  
t rum of u s e r  requirements. Existing good designs appear to  cover the 
general needs well, but now that there  bas been sufficient experience with 
CCTV sys tems in an operational environment, the ergonomic system a s  a 
whole might well repay study. 
Can a high persentage of - a l l  u s e r  requirements be met ,  for  example, 
by one star.rlard basic design, o r  a r e  there  special requirements for  indi- 
vidual u se r s  which require  s ~ e c i a l  design design features  One might con- 
s ider  such topics a s  sharnness of the image in relation to flicker (which i s  
perceptible at European frequencies of 50 cycles/second) and the need for 
"electronic windows" for certain pathologies. Another important ergono- 
mic  problem could be that of achieving the best contrast Some systems 
use  monitors derived from normal  commercial television receivers .  
These tend to be l e s s  "hard" in contrast than some screens  designed to  
operate in conditions of high ambient illumination, i ,  e .  the balcklwhite 
contrast i s  really a grey/white contrast ,  even at the highest setting of the 
controls.  Also there  has been work on using color contrast a s  opposed 
to blacklwhite contrast in an attempt to  improve performance in the case  
of particular subjects for  whom contrast i s  the main problem. 
A further  question might be the degree to which a modular concept for 
CCTV sys tems should be investigated. There a r e  obviously special voca- 
tional requirements ,  e .  g .  for computer programmers  and others ,  which 
might require  special designs. If particular module packages could be 
developed, this might make it possible to meet special needs on a virtu- 
ally off-the-shelf basis.  A general problem of this  kind is the question 
of cost-reduction. There has been a significant reduction in cost since 
the f i r s t  commercially available equipment was placed on the market ,  but 
costs  a r e  s t i l l  high in comparison with the most sophisticated optical a ids .  
A r e  further  reductions possible by se r i e s  production methods? 
It i s  not proposed that in a sys tems analysis study these problems 
should be examined from the point of view of actual hardware development. 
Nevertheless, a study of the interrelation of u se r  needs and technical de- 
sign factors  might well PI-ovide useful information for  those responsible 
for hardware development. 
Outline of Possible Cost-Benefit Analyses 
F o r  the study proper ,  it will be necessary to t r y  to bring together the 
various elements of cost and those benefits which can be quantified in eco- 
nomic t e r m s .  Such an analysis must describe the net effect on the GNP 
of a programme to correct  severe  visual impairment by CCTV snd/or  op- 
t ical  a ids .  On the cost side of the comparison, the costs  for identifying 
the population potentially affected, and their ophtalmological inspection 
and treatment must be estimated. Probably, much of this data could be 
obtained f rom examining the procedures of low vision clinics. We already 
have considerable information on costs  of CCTV and optical system: at 
present production levels a good quality CCTV system costs around fi 1500. 
Maintenance and depreciation can also be estimated. On the benefit s ide,  
the economic benefits to that part of the population at work could be e s -  
timated by making certain assumptions on the distribution of the popula- 
tion by socio-economic category. One could then calculate the changes 
in s a l a r i e s  and wages for each category attributable to various prosthetic 
devices. F o r  that part of the population of school, etc.  age, the economic 
benefit can be viewed a s  an investment problem in which it will be necessary 
to  forecast probable life-time earnings with low-vision aids and without. 
F o r  the elderly o r  non-working part of the population the concept of post- 
ponement of dependency discussed above could be used in computing eco- 
nomic benefits. 
In the economic analysis a s  a whole, discounting procedures will have 
to  be applied Social benefits a r e  l e s s  easy to quantify, at least in any 
sense comparable with economic benefits, but it  will be important to  at-  
tempt a descriptive anzlysis in  this a r ea .  
The " ~ l i n d n e s s  Svstem" 
F o r  the feasibility study, no attempt has been made to collect data on 
the manner in which social security systems operate in  the rehabilitation 
of the partially sighted population, and a systems insight into the opera- 
tion of the "blindness system1' in  both market  and non-market economics 
is in fact the main objective of the study proper. Organisational and in- 
stitutional factors must also be considered, e ,  g. , how is the severely 
visually impaired population identified, and how is skilled low-vision ca re  
available t o  those who need it .  Current policy for the rehabilitation of 
this  part of the population, in different types of health-care systems must 
be examined. Finally, linkages must be established between the blindness 
system and the more  general system of social and medical ca re  for the 
handicapped a s  a whole. 
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ANNEX 
GENERAL DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF CCTV SYSTEMS 
There are  about ten systems which are  commercially available at 
present, and they naturally differ in several respects. Further, there 
have been several versions of the prototype experimental equipment de- 
veloped by the Rand Corporation (who made their work freely available 
without distinction to any individual o r  firm who wished to construct their 
own design). The following notes describe the main design features, and 
some of the differences, of the available systems. 
Broadly, a CCTV system consists of: 
1. A small TV camera, commercially available, similar 
to those used for initial surveillance in banks, stores,  etc. 
2 .  A monitor screen, again a commercially available 
product. 
3 .  An X-Y platform on which the material to be read is  placed. 
4. A "cold light" to illuminate the X-Y platform. 
5. A stand o r  stands on which the equipment i s  mounted. 
Changing the magnification of the object being read is achieved by a 
simple control which raises or lowers the camera on the stand, o r  by a 
zoom lens on the camera itself, or by a combination of both. Magnifi- 
cation up to twenty -five times are  perfectly practicable be these means, and the 
lens system i s  such that depth of focus i s  not a critical factor. The most 
usual size of monitor screen is seventeen inches, but some subjects pre- 
fer a. smaller screen. Genensky's experimental and tr ial  equipment has 
two eleven-inch monitors placed on either side on the equipment, so  that 
it may be used with equal convenience by both left-handed and right-handed 
subjects without changing the relative position of the monitor and X-Y plat- 
form. 
An essential feature of the electronics is the ability to reverse con- 
t ras t - - i ,  e .  black letters on a white ground o r  white let ters on a black 
ground--by a simple two position switch so that the subject may select 
the preferred combination. A feature found in some CCTV systems i s  
the ability to blank out all of the screen except the centre portion, o r  in- 
tensify the centre of the field of view; some subjects find such features 
helpful a s  a means of concentrating their visual attention. 
An effective X-Y platform i s  a vital part of the system and earlier 
models, which did not possess this feature, gave disappointing results 
The best X-Y platform now developed permits  the reading o r  writing su r -  
face to be easily controlled by the subject. The la te ra l  movement ( i ,  e .  
in the X direction) may thus be smooth and naturally adjusted to the sub- 
j ec t ' s  reading o r  writing speed, and the line t o  line movement (i, e .  the 
Y direction) may be effected precisely and rapidly. This i s  accomplished 
by a combination of weight, built-in friction, and precise bearings. The 
friction setting in some platforms may be adjustable to suit the subject, 
and margin stops a r e  a simple but useful additional device. A further 
development by the Rand team i s  a split X-Y platform in which the right- 
hand half i s  independently moveable in the Y direction, but moves with the 
left-hand half in the la te ra l  direction. I ts  purpose i s  to  facilitate such 
operations a s  note-taking while reading a text,  comparison of texts ,  and 
correction of proofs against an original draft. 
The mounting of CCTV sys tems,  i. e .  the stand o r  stands i s  an impor-  
tant factor i n  their  operation. F o r  sustained working the subject must be 
com.fortable: the screen  position must be adjustable within l imits ,  so  that 
he can find the optimum working height and distance without adopting an  
awkward, t i r ing posture. The camera  may either be mounted horizontally 
(a more  compact arrangement, but one requiring a reflector system) o r  
vertically. Some manufacturers offer the possibility of swivelling the 
camera  so  that a blackboard o r  wallchart may be viewed; in  one horizont- 
ally mounted system the same effect may be achieved by inserting an ad- 
ditional reflector.  
CCTV systems have hitherto not been readily portable: apart f rom 
their  weight, the components must be disconnected and assembled, i f ,  for  
example, a u se r  wishes to  move his apparatus from his  work place to 
home. This may not be easy for many partially sighted persons without 
assis tance.  Some manufacturers have therefore thought about miniatur- 
ization. At least  two portable systems exist,  in  which the equipment is 
assembled in a compact mounting in the form of a carrying case  and r e -  
quire  li t t le o r  no effort  to reassemble.  To keep these portable equip- 
ments within reasonable s i ze ,  only smal l  (eleven-inch) monitors a r e  sup- 
plied, which l imits  their  usefulness somewhat. However, i t  i s  possible 
to attach such equipment to a second l a rge r  monitor if required. 
